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We introduce Mosaic, a sparse tensor algebra compiler that can bind tensor expressions to external functions

of other tensor algebra libraries and compilers. Users can extend Mosaic by adding new functions and bind a

sub-expression to a function using a scheduling API. Mosaic substitutes the bound sub-expressions with calls

to the external functions and automatically generates the remaining code using a default code generator. As

the generated code is fused by default, users can productively leverage both fusion and calls to specialized

functions within the same compiler. We demonstrate the benefits of our dual approach by showing that calling

hand-written CPU and specialized hardware functions can provide speedups of up to 206× against fused

code in some cases, while generating fused code can provide speedups of up to 3.57× against code that calls

external functions in other cases. Mosaic also offers a search system that can automatically map an expression

to a set of registered external functions. Both the explicit binding and automatic search are verified by Mosaic.

Additionally, the interface for adding new external functions is simple and general. Currently, 38 external

functions have been added to Mosaic, with each addition averaging 20 lines of code.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Sparse tensor algebra is an important computational language that describes multilinear expressions

over dense and sparse tensors. It is used in many domains, including scientific computing, engi-

neering, and machine learning. Performance is crucial in these domains, resulting in a proliferation

of libraries for CPUs [Gough 2009; Huang et al. 2017; Intel 2009; Lawson et al. 1979; Whaley and

Petitet 2005], GPUs [Dalton et al. 2014; M Naumov 2010], vector processors [Choquette et al. 2021;

Intel 2011; Stephens et al. 2018], and domain-specific hardware [Chen et al. 2018b; Dadu et al. 2019;

He et al. 2020; Hegde et al. 2019; Jouppi et al. 2017; Pal et al. 2018; Qin et al. 2020; Rucker et al.

2021; Srivastava et al. 2020a,b; Zhang et al. 2021a]. These libraries have been optimized at great

expense and effort. As a result, most tensor algebra expressions are written as a sequence of calls

to libraries that compute different sub-expressions.
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Fusing operations can lead to better performance, thus breaking library boundaries [Ahrens

et al. 2022; Hsu et al. 2023; Kjolstad et al. 2017; Yadav et al. 2022]. Fused sparse tensor algebra

operations may even have better asymptotic complexity. Moreover, generating bespoke code for an

expression and specializing the loop order can avoid expensive tensor transposes and reshapes.

Due to the cost of developing specialized fused operations, researchers have proposed compilers

that can automatically generate fused code for both dense and sparse tensor algebra [Bik et al. 2022;

Kjolstad et al. 2017; Mutlu et al. 2020; Tian et al. 2021; Ye et al. 2023; Zhao et al. 2022]. Although

these compilers generalize to any tensor algebra expression, they cannot match the performance of

libraries for expressions that are sufficiently important to have been hand optimized. For example,

dense matrix multiplication when implemented on specialized hardware can result in a speedup

of two orders of magnitude. Therefore, the best performance for an expression may require fused

code (e.g., as in sparse sampled dense-dense matrix multiplication), calls to libraries (e.g., as in

dense matrix multiplication), or a mix of fused code and calls to libraries.

No current sparse tensor algebra compiler can mix generated specialized and fused code with

calls to libraries or domain-specific hardware, leaving application developers to write low-level

code by hand. The application developer must write code to traverse and compute on sparse data

structures, fuse sparse expressions, and tile, transpose, and reshape sparse tensors to fit library APIs.

Writing such code is a laborious and error-prone process. Moreover, since the performance benefits

of loop ordering, tiling strategy, and external functions depend on both the data and the machine,

it is necessary to explore many different optimization strategies in a large design space. Without

compiler support to automate the low-level code generation and to assist with this design-space

exploration, application developers leave performance on the table.

Even with a way to automatically generate a mix of fused code and library calls, writing an

optimal program is still challenging. Due to the sheer number of libraries available, there is a combi-

natorial explosion in the number of choices available for code generation. Enabling programmers to

specify schedules offers a rich space of optimizations and provides the possibility of incorporating

domain expertise [Ragan-Kelley et al. 2012]. However, programmers must completely specify all

transformations, including picking constants to tile with and loops to reorder or fuse. Some users

may not have the time or expertise to write such precise schedules. On the other hand, a completely

automatic scheduler that tunes every parameter can be too slow for quick design space exploration.

Prior work on sparse tensor algebra systems has only solved parts of the problem of mixing

specialized/fused sparse tensor algebra code with calls to libraries and hardware. Several compilers

have been developed that can generate specialized and fused imperative code for sparse tensor

algebra expressions, including TACO [Kjolstad et al. 2017], the MLIR SparseTensor Dialect [Bik

et al. 2022], COMET [Mutlu et al. 2020], SparseTIR [Ye et al. 2023], and the Sparse Polyhedral Frame-

work [Strout et al. 2018; Venkat et al. 2015]. Other systems reduce sparse linear or tensor algebra

expressions to a fixed set of library calls, such as MATLAB [MATLAB 2010], Julia [Bezanson et al.

2017], TTB [Bader and Kolda 2006, 2007], and CTF [Solomonik and Hoefler 2015; Solomonik et al.

2014]. Moreover, the AMOS compiler [Zheng et al. 2022] generates code that mixes bespoke code

with calls to domain-specific hardware for dense tensor algebra. And, the Exo compiler [Ikarashi

et al. 2022] lets users manually compose different instructions to implement algorithms that can be

expressed with affine loops, which includes dense tensor algebra. However, none can currently

provide both fusion and function calls from external libraries for sparse tensor algebra compilation.

We propose Mosaic, a modular compiler for sparse tensor algebra that users can extend with

library functions and specialized hardware to externally compute whole expressions or sub-

expressions. Building on prior work on the TACO compiler [Kjolstad et al. 2017], Mosaic can

also generate specialized and fused imperative code for those expressions or sub-expressions where

no suitable external function or hardware exists. With Mosaic, users can write partial schedules
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Table 1. The tensor algebra systems (and their features) used in Section 8 to evaluateMosaic. Mosaic composes

function calls from different libraries with generated code to compute any sparse tensor algebra expressions.

Tensor Algebra System System Type (Language)
Features

Data Representation Tensor
Platform

Arbitrary Order Dense Sparse Properties

Intel AVX [Intel 2011] Intrinsic (C) ✘ ✔ ✘ ✘ CPU
BLAS [Lawson et al. 1979] Library (C) ✘ ✔ ✘ ✔ CPU
Intel MKL [Intel 2009] Library (C) ✘ ✔ ✔ ✔ CPU
GSL [Gough 2009] Library (C) ✘ ✔ ✘ ✔ CPU
TBLIS [Matthews 2016] Library (C) ✔ ✔ ✘ ✘ CPU
TACO [Kjolstad et al. 2017] Compiler (C/C++) ✔ ✔ ✔ ✘ CPU
cuSPARSE [M Naumov 2010] Library (C) ✘ ✔ ✔ ✘ GPU
Stardust [Hsu et al. 2022] Compiler (Scala/Spatial) ✔ ✔ ✔ ✘ Capstan

that map a sub-expression to an external function. Mosaic checks whether the mapping is valid

against a user-provided specification, tiles and reshapes the expression to fit within the constraints

of the function, and then completes the schedule. However, it is up to the user to ensure that

the external function actually computes what the user-provided specification claims. To further

increase programmer productivity, we also provide a completely automated search mechanism.

This mechanism provides a list of valid schedules, but does not select the most performant schedule.

Mosaic is a productive and interactive system that helps developers identify ways to map an

expression to external functions, produces code to transform data structures to match external

function APIs, and generates any parts of the expression that cannot bemapped to external functions.

Our contributions are:

• An external function interface that defines the algorithm to generate code targeting a given

external function and specifies the tensor algebra expressions it can compute;

• Composable scheduling commands that map sub-expressions to external functions;

• An automatic verification and mapping algorithm that rewrites expressions to identify valid

mappings and fills in partial schedules; and

• A code generation algorithm that generates external function calls wherever a mapping has

been made and generates code natively for sub-computations that have not been mapped.

To evaluate our contributions, we show that Mosaic can outperform a homogeneous compiler,

sometimes even adding two orders of magnitude speedup. We also demonstrate the generality

of our approach by adding 38 external functions from eight existing tensor algebra systems (see

Table 1) and compiling tensor algebra expressions that cannot be fully computed by just composing

calls to different functions. Finally, we show that Mosaic’s search system finds many bindings that

require reshaping operators within an expression.

2 MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

Consider a user who wants to compute Alternating Least Squares [Koren et al. 2009] and needs a

fast implementation of sampled dense-dense matrix multiplication (SDDMM). SDDMM is expressed

in tensor index notation as �8 9 =
∑

: �8 9 ·�8: ·�: 9 , i.e., the dense multiplication of tensors� and �

is sampled using the sparse matrix �. Figure 1 shows an implementation of SDDMM and a number

of possible library functions that can be used to replace sub-computations. Using these functions,

there are 19 possible ways to rewrite the existing code.

In order to rewrite the code to utilize external functions, users must refactor the surrounding

program to interface correctly with each function. Computations that are mapped to a function need

to be isolated from the rest of the program and the inputs and outputs to different computations
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  for (int iw = 0; iw < B1_dimension; iw++) {

    for (int j = 0; j < D1_dimension; j++) {

      float tjW_val = 0.0;

      for (int kw = 0; kw < B2_dimension; kw++) {

        int kwW = iw * W2_dimension + kw;

        // Access values using an affine

        // equation on index variables.

        int jC = iw * C2_dimension + j;

        int kwD = j * D2_dimension + kw;

        tjW_val += C_vals[jC] * D_vals[kwD]; }

      // Compute values into W

      W[kwW] = W[kwW] + tjW_val; }}

  for (int i = 0; i < B1_dimension; i++) {

    for (int kB = B2_pos[i]; kB < B2_pos[(i + 1)]; kB++) {  

      int k = B2_crd[kB];

      int kA = i * A2_dimension + k;

      int kW = i * W2_dimension + k;

      A_vals[kA] = B_vals[kB] * W[kW]; }}
  

cblas_?gemm             (CBLAS)

tblis_tensor_mult       (TBLIS)

tblis_matrix_mult       (TBLIS)

stardust_GEMM           (Compiler)

stardust_sp_elem_mul    (Compiler)

cblas_?dot             (CBLAS)

tblis_vector_dot       (TBLIS)

tblis_matrix_mult      (TBLIS)

AVX Intrinsics         (AVX)

TACO                    (Compiler)

Fig. 1. Generated code for sampled dense-dense matrix multiplication (SDDMM). Color-coded boxes indicate

external functions that could be used for corresponding sub-computations.

need to be rewired. Users must also observe the functions’ calling conventions and initialize system-

specific objects. If inputs need to be tiled to fit in specialized memories, more finicky changes

(indexing correctly into each operand) are required. Writing optimized code for a fixed set of

functions is already challenging, doing the same for 19 possible function placements is unfeasible.

1 // SDDMM in einsum notation.

2 stmt=A(i,j)=B(i,j)*C(i,k)*D(k,j)

3 // Precompute C*D in W and use

4 // iw,jw,kw as index vars in the code.

5 stmt.precompute(C*D,W,{i,j,k},

6 {iw,jw,kw})

7 // Split loop kw by 4 into ki and ko.

8 .split(kw,ko,ki ,4)

9 // Push ki to be the inner most loop.

10 .reorder(iw, jw, ko, ki)

11 // Consider iw, jw to be constant.

12 .fix(iw,jw)

13 // Bind the reduction of kw to AVXAdd().

14 .bind(AVXAdd (), C*D)

Fig. 2. Full schedule for targeting SD-

DMM to AVX vector add.

1 stmt = stmt.map(AVXAdd (), C*D)

Fig. 3. Partial Schedule for targeting

SDDMM to AVX vector add.

1 // Register AVX to Mosaic.

2 register(AVXAdd ());

3 vec <stmts > schedules =

4 stmt.getAllSchedules();

5 // Pick a schedule to apply.

6 A.compile(schedules[i])

Fig. 4. Automatically search and find

all schedules that use AVX vector add.

Users can describe possible function placements for

SDDMM by choosing one of the three options in Mosaic:

A full schedule: Users, such as performance engi-

neers, may know exactly which functions to utilize

and how to tile and reshape tensors in the sub-

expression to meet the constraints of the function.

Such users can specify these transformations pre-

cisely and then bind a sub-expression to an exter-

nal function using the bind scheduling command

(Figure 2). In this case, Mosaic ensures that every

transformation and function mapping is correct.

A partial schedule: If a user wants to try a partic-

ular function for a fixed sub-expression, but does

not know whether any code transformations are

required to do so, they can use the map schedul-

ing command (Figure 3). Mosaic will automatically

discover a valid binding (if possible) by tiling and

reshaping the tensors of that fixed sub-expression

to match the constraints of the function.

An automatically generated schedule: Finally, if

the user wants to explore the design space, Mosaic

can automatically search the space of possible map-

pings (lines 2-3, Figure 4) and return a list of valid

schedules. Then, the user can select one schedule

out of all possible schedules (line 6, Figure 4).
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TACO

Automatic Search

Validate Bindings

Scheduling Language

Binding to Functions

Compound Scheduling 
Commands

Format Language

Index Notation

Concrete Index 

Notation

Low-Level IR

External Function Code
Imperative Code

Automatic Mapping
Automatic MappingExternal Function 

Interface

Validate Tilings

External Library Engineer

Performance Engineer
Applications Engineer

Fig. 5. System overview of our Mosaic compiler with blue components signifying new contributions. Do�ed

arrows signify the automatic mapping loop, which an end-user may optionally enable. Mosaic enables

independent development among experts: application engineers may write programs, performance engineers

may pick function substitutions, and system developers may add external libraries.

3 OVERVIEW

Mosaic compiles tensor algebra expressions to amix of natively generated code and external function

calls. That is, while lowering a tensor algebra expression, it glues together library functions, filling

in any blanks where no function is available with generated code. In this way, it gives users the

ability to write performant code using highly optimized functions, while preserving generality.

Figure 5 shows how different pieces of Mosaic interact, and we describe each piece below.

Mosaic is implemented as an extension to the TACO compiler [Kjolstad et al. 2017], an open-

source domain-specific compiler for sparse tensor algebra embedded in C++. As in TACO, users

describe computations using tensor index notation (Einsum notation), a format language [Chou

et al. 2018], and a scheduling language [Senanayake et al. 2020]. These languages combine to form

concrete index notation (CIN), an abstract loop based IR [Kjølstad et al. 2019]. We add another

domain-specific input language called the external function interface that adds new library functions

to Mosaic. We extend the scheduling language with commands that specify function placement.

External functions are added as extensions through an external function interface (described in

Section 4). In this work, an external function is any function that computes one or more tensor

algebra expressions. Some libraries with functions that fall into this category are listed in Table 1. The

external function interface provides two key pieces of information in order to correctly substitute a

sub-computation with a call to an external function: the calling convention associated with the

function and a description of the function’s capability. A function’s capability is characterized

by the set of tensor algebra expressions it computes and the constraints it imposes over those

expressions. Mosaic characterizes a function’s capability using a capability description. The external

function interface of a function only needs to be written once for a single function, therefore, other

users can include pre-written descriptions like a library.

Mosaic introduces new scheduling commands (Section 5) that integrate with TACO’s scheduling

framework, which consists of commands that form a composable set of rewrite rules that can

transform concrete index notation expressions by reordering, splitting and fusing loops. With the

additional commands provided by Mosaic, users can also bind computation to external functions. Or,

users can map a computation to a function, and Mosaic will automatically discover any valid tiling

or reshaping transformation that permits this mapping. Thus, Mosaic can complete under-specified

schedules to expose valid mappings. Before binding to a function, Mosaic also validates mappings

by translating constraints defined on tensor order and dimension to an SMT query.
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Finally, we also provide a fully automatic mapping (Section 6) solution to end-users. Validity

and speed are the two core pillars of the automatic mapping process. To ensure validity, we check

whether the schedule matches the function’s capabilities using an SMT solver. The capability

language is critical for not only validity, but also the speed of the mapping process. By exploiting

information embedded in the compute capability language to guide the search, Mosaic can apply

guided rewrites to expose valid mappings. Using this solution, users can register the plugin and

transparently schedule existing TACO programs to a combination of different functions in two

simple lines of code. The automatic-mapping solution only returns a list of valid mappings; users can

add an autoscheduler that ranks or prioritizes the returned mappings. We leave this autoscheduler

as future work.

Extensibility and modularity are at the core of Mosaic. Users can not only extend Mosaic by

adding external functions, but they can also change Mosaic’s default code generation algorithm by

adding a code generator. Users can add an autoscheduler that selects a mapping made by Mosaic’s

automatic mapping process. Each component of Mosaic—the user program, schedules, and plugins—

is independent of the other. A user can write a program, system experts can write external function

plugins, and performance engineers can write schedules.

4 EXTERNAL FUNCTION INTERFACE

Users of Mosaic can add a new external function by supplying a description of its calling convention

and compute capabilities. The calling convention tells Mosaic how to call the function. The compute

capabilities description tells Mosaic what set of tensor algebra expressions the external function

can compute, and is used to verify the correctness of user-requested bindings and to guide an

automated search.

To add new external functions to Mosaic, users write an external function interface. A sample

interface for vector addition using AVX intrinsics is given in Figure 6. Each external function

interface consists of seven pieces of information:

A calling description that provides the name, return type, and arguments for the external

function (line 6, Figure 6).

Setup code that is called before calling the function. The setup code may initialize specialized

memories, pack data into function-specific data structures and user-defined formats, allocate

additional memory, and configure meta-data values (line 9, Figure 6).

Teardown code that is called after the function. The teardown code can be used to check for

error codes, unpack data from function-specific data structures and user-defined formats,

and free allocated memory (line 12, Figure 6).

The function capabilities describe the expressions the function computes (line 14, Figure 6).

Include paths are paths to files where setup and teardown code is declared (line 17, Figure 6).

Library paths denote the path to the shared library where the external function and functions

called during setup and teardown are defined (line 19, Figure 6).

Build flags denote any Makefile flags that should be used to compile the code (line 21, Figure 6).

An external function interface need only be written once for each external function. Because an

external function interface is simply a C++ class, users may also embed code generators as plugins

to Mosaic. Interfaces for code generators will not have a fixed definition or declaration at mapping

time, but will emit a concrete definition or declaration when a successful mapping is identified.

4.1 Calling Convention

A calling description (Line 6, Figure 6) provides information that is used to generate code to call an

external function. It consists of a name, return type, and a list of arguments. Arguments can be other
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1 class VecSumAVX : public FunctionAbstraction {

2 public:

3 GslTensorPlus () : x(Tensor(Float32 , 1, {Dense})) ... {}

4 // datatype, #dimensions, format for dimension.

5 // CallingDescriptions written in Mosaic’s IR.

6 CallingDescription getCallingDescription (){return x_avx = _mm256_add_ps(y_avx , z_avx);}

7 // Initialize y_avx, z_avx.

8 vector<CallingDescription> getSetup (){return {y_avx = _mm256_load_ps(y),

9 z_avx = _mm256_load_ps(z)}}

10 // Store result into x from x_avx.

11 vector<CallingDescription> getTeardown (){return {_mm256_storeu_ps(y, &x_avx)};}

12 FuncCapabilityStmt getFuncCapabilities (){stmt = x(i) = y(i) + z(i);

13 return stmt.where(i==8);} // Constraint length of i.

14 // Name and path of include file.

15 vector<string, string> getIncludePaths (){return {{"immintrin.h", path }}}

16 // Name and path of shared library object. For AVX, we have none.

17 vector<string> getLibraryPaths (){return {};}

18 // Add "-mavx2" to the Makefile flags.

19 vector<string> getCFlags (){return {"-mavx2"}}

20 private:

21 Tensor x, y, z;

22 FuncObject x_avx , y_avx;}

Fig. 6. Sample external function abstraction for _mm256_add_ps in Intel AVX intrinsics wri�en in C++. Users

inherit from Mosaic’s abstract class FuncAbstraction. Each virtual function corresponds to a field of the

external function abstraction.

calling descriptions, library objects, or tensor metadata. Using the recursive definition of arguments

that includes other calling descriptions, users can perform any pre-processing or format change on

function arguments. Additionally, libraries like TBLIS and GSL pack data into special structs that

must be initialized before the function call. Through the addition of library objects as argument

types, Mosaic can declare such objects during the code generation phase. These objects are then

used by later parts of the code. Finally, tensor metadata includes commonly used parameters like

an array of dimensions, the dimension of a particular rank, and the array of tensor values.

4.2 Compute Capabilities

When replacing sub-expressions with external functions, Mosaic ensures only valid substitutions are

performed. That is, Mosaic determines whether a sub-computation lies in the space of a function’s

capabilities. A function’s capabilities are the set of expressions a function can calculate, as well as

any constraints that the inputs must satisfy.

Specifying the semantics of external functions for sparse tensor computations presents a unique

challenge. While some functions compute a single expression, others can calculate an infinite num-

ber of expressions. And, some functions are only suitable for tensors with a specified mathematical

property or a restricted sparsity pattern. In addition, constraints of exotic hardware must also be

expressible. To capture such a wide variety of interface semantics, three components work together:

A capability language: An tensor index notation language with added support to describe

tensors with unspecified rank and to impose constraints on expressions.

A checker function: A user-defined function that takes as input an expression and returns

true or false indicating a successful or failed match.

Tensor properties: A specification of the accepted tensor operands, including formats, math-

ematical properties, and sparsity patterns.

Capability Language. The capability language, shown in Figure 7, describes the expressions that a

function can compute. The capability language expands upon tensor index notation (or einsum

notation) and can describe classes of expressions by defining tensors with unspecified rank. For

such expressions, constraints over dimension size (the size of each rank) and order (the number of
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Index Variable 8 Concrete Index Variable List 8∗ Constant Integer int Index into an Index-Variable List index

Capability Description �� ::= �#( when �!( | �#(
Index Notation Statement �#( ::= forall8 ( | 0 = � | 0 += �
Index Notation Expression � ::= 0 | int | � + � | � ∗ � | . . .

Index List Statement �!( ::= 92 | ∀(8, I, �!() | ∃(8, I, �!()
Joint Condition 92 ::= 2 ∧ 2 | 2 ∨ 2
Tensor Accesses 0 ::= T(I) | T (8∗)

Dynamic Index Variable List I ::= I I | 8 I | I 8 | range(. . .) | range(int . . .) | range(. . . int) | range(int . . . int)
Condition 2 ::= 4 != 4 | 4 == 4 | 4 <= 4 | 4 >= 4 | 4 < 4 | 4 > 4
Binary Op 1 ::= 4 + 4 | 4 − 4 | 4 ∗ 4 | 4/4 | 4%4

Index List Expression 4 ::= 1 | ? | int
Property ? ::= order(I) | dimension(I (index)) | product(I)

Fig. 7. Context-free grammar of our compute capability language, which augments index notation to include

dynamic lists of index variables with constraints.

ranks) are described using set-builder notation. Therefore, the capability language can describe

both functions that compute a fixed expression, like the cblas_saxpy vector addition function from

the CBLAS library, and functions that compute many expressions, like the tblis_tensor_mult

any-order tensor contraction function from the TBLIS library.

The compute capability language defines the capabilities of functions that can compute a class

of expressions by letting users index into tensors with an unspecified number of ranks. In order to

achieve this, the capability language allows tensors to be indexed by a dynamically sized index

variable list (see Dynamic Index Variable List in Figure 7) in addition to a fixed set of indices.

A dynamic index variable list may need to satisfy certain constraints in order to lie in the

capability of a function. For example, Stardust—a tensor algebra compiler targeting specialized

hardware—requires that the total number of values in a tensor does not exceed 65,536 (due to

memory constraints) even though it does not restrict tensor rank. In this case, no matter what the

tensor rank, the product of each index variable’s dimension in the index list must not exceed 65,536.

To specify such constraints over a dynamically sized index variable list, the capability language

provides three language constructs:

(1) condition: A condition node can describe constraints over index variables and properties

of a dynamically sized index list like the order of an index list, the product of the dimension

of index variables in an index list, etc.

(2) ∀(iterator, index list, condition) : The ∀ node describes a condition that must be true

for all elements of a dynamically sized index list.

(3) ∃(iterator, index list, condition) : The ∃ node describes a condition that must be true

for at least one element of a dynamically sized index list.

Therefore, the capability description product(I) < 65, 536, where I is the dynamically sized

index list used to index into tensors in Stardust’s description, can be used to specify the memory

restriction of Stardust mappings.

In addition to iterating through index lists, the capability language also provides a concatena-

tion operation for index lists that can be used to concatenate index lists with index variables or

other index lists. By doing so, it is possible to specify different constraints on the indices being

concatenated. For example, consider a tensor T with unfixed rank using � � where � = A0=64 (...)

(i.e. a dynamically sized index list) and � = [<,=] where<,= are concrete index variables. Due to

the concatenation of � with � , the minimum order of T is set to 2. When matching T to a concrete

tensor, �, that is used in the expression we want to schedule, the last two index variables that are

being used to index into � are captured by< and =. Any constraints on< and = are then applied

to the captured index variables.
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Checker Function. As there are constraints that the capability language cannot express, Mosaic

supplements the capability language with a checker function. The checker function is a C++ function

that takes an expression written in tensor index notation and returns a boolean indicating whether

the expression lies within the function’s capability. Checker functions can be used to describe

subtle constraints of highly specialized emerging hardware. For example, the checker function can

be used to reject a function mapping for specialized hardware if the hardware is already in use.

Although the checker function is strictly more expressive than the compute capability language,

it is opaque to other parts of Mosaic. If an external function writer only provides a checker function,

we would need to call the checker function to check for a match on every transformation for

every sub-expression for every function, limiting automatic mapping solutions from exploiting

the structure of the function capabilities to guide the search. By combining both, we get full

expressibility through the checker function, and fast search space exploration through the language.

Working together, these two approaches enable us to do a coarse-grained match using the language

and then an optional fine-grained match using the checker function.

Tensor Properties. Most external functions can only compute on input tensors of a specified format.

In Mosaic, similar to TACO, users specify the formats of tensors used in the capability description

using the Format Language [Chou et al. 2018] introduced in prior work.

In order to ensure correctness, Mosaic also gives users the ability to annotate a tensor with

a property. Some functions may further restrict input tensors that have special mathematical

properties or sparsity patterns. For example, MKL has a matrix multiply function optimized for

Hermitian matrices. In this case, Mosaic must ensure that only a Hermitian matrix is mapped to this

function. Users can tag tensors with properties to indicate such special characteristics. Properties

have no semantic meaning associated with them. This tagging system can be used to indicate

different types of sparsity, and mathematical properties.

To tag tensors with properties, we provide a tag argument to the tensor format.We show an exam-

ple of a dense symmetricmatrix: Tensor<float>T("T",{dense, dense},Property::symmetric).

Additionally, we give users a way to describe the interaction between different tags and operations

to avoid tedious user tagging. Mosaic allows users to describe these rules using an index expression

language variant that index expression with tag objects instead of tensor objects. Mosaic then

propagates tags based on the user-provided tag rules.

5 BINDING EXPRESSIONS TO EXTERNAL FUNCTIONS

Many modern domain-specific programming systems use scheduling languages to guide program

optimization [Chen et al. 2007, 2018a; Ragan-Kelley et al. 2012; Senanayake et al. 2020; Yi 2012]. A

clean scheduling language separates the rewrite system and code generation from the decisions

about what rewrites to apply. This design greatly increases the productivity of performance engi-

neers and simplifies work on automatic optimizations. The scheduling commands typically include

classical compiler loop optimizations (interchange, strip-mining, flattening, tiling, vectorization,

and parallelization), but also commands to move computations into or out of loop nests such as

Halide’s compute-at command or TACO’s precompute command.

Mosaic extends TACO’s scheduling language [Kjølstad et al. 2019; Senanayake et al. 2020; Yadav

et al. 2022] with new commands that can be used to bind a tensor algebra expression to an external

function. These commands can be used to substitute either full expressions or sub-expressions with

an external function. Mosaic will generate any code that is needed to transform the sparse data

structures of tensors to match the function’s API (see Section 7). In addition, Mosaic will verify,

using an SMT solver, that the sub-expression conforms to the compute capabilities of the function.
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5.1 The Bind Command

The bind command replaces a sub-expression in a tensor algebra expression with an external

function after Mosaic has verified that the replacement is valid. As a result, Mosaic’s code generator

emits code that calls that function, instead of generating imperative code to compute the sub-

expression. Mosaic also generates supporting code to transform the arguments to the function

into the data structures expected by the function and code to transform the result back to the data

structures specified by the result tensor.

The bind command S’ = S.bind(s, f) is applied to a statement S, given in the concrete index

notation, which it then rewrites. It takes as its inputs the sub-statement s to replace and the function

f to replace it with. The bind command either returns a rewritten statement S’ or an error message

if the index expression implemented by s is not in the capability set of f.

Binding Validation. To ensure the correctness of binding s to f, Mosaic validates the binding against

two things that are associated with f: the compute capability description, written in the compute

capability language, and the checker function, written in C++. If f has a checker function and it

returns false when s is supplied as an input, then Mosaic cannot bind s to f. If the checker function

returns true, Mosaic validates the binding against the capability description.

1 // Generate Z3 query from Capability Language’s AST

2 void GenerateZ3Query(ASTNode node){

3 switch(node ->type){

4 case ∀(8, I, �!():
5 for(8 ∈ Concrete(I)):

6 conditions[8] =

7 GenerateZ3Query(�!( (8))
8 emit z3.And(conditions.join(","))

9 break

10 case ∃(8, I, �!():
11 for(8 ∈ Concrete(I)):

12 conditions[8] =

13 GenerateZ3Query(�!( (8))
14 emit z3.Or(conditions.join(","))

15 break

16 case (Joint_Condition):

17 //node.op is ∧ or ∨.
18 emit =>34.op(GenerateZ3Query(=>34.RHS)
19 GenerateZ3Query(=>34.LHS))
20 break

21 case (Condition):

22 //node.op is ==, ! =, ≤, ≥,>,<.
23 emit GenerateZ3Query(=>34.RHS) =>34.op
24 GenerateZ3Query(=>34.LHS)
25 break

26 case (Binary_Op):

27 //node.op is +,−,%, ∗, /.
28 emit GenerateZ3Query(=>34.op_1) =>34.op
29 GenerateZ3Query(=>34.op_2)
30 break

31 case (....)

Fig. 8. Z3 code generation for a subset of the com-

pute capability AST nodes (defined in Figure 7). Mosaic

builds an SMT query that validates a given binding.

There are four steps to check whether s lies

in the space of expressions defined by the ca-

pability description of f. First, Mosaic ensure

that the datatypes of the operands of fmatches

that of the tensors in s. Second, Mosaic checks

whether the operators used in s are the same

as the operators used in the capability descrip-

tion. If these two checks pass, then Mosaic can

associate each tensor in s with a tensor in the

capability description. Third, for each associ-

ated tensor, Mosaic matches the tensor’s index

variables used in the user-provided expression

(concrete index variables) to the tensor’s index

variable used in the capability language (ab-

stract index variables). Fourth, Mosaic checks

whether all constraints described over the ab-

stract index variables are satisfied by the as-

signed concrete index variables. To do so, Mo-

saic explicitly enumerates the corresponding

constraints over each assigned concrete index

variable and generates code targeting the Z3

theorem prover [de Moura and Bjørner 2008].

Figure 8 shows how Mosaic generates the theo-

rem prover inputs for this step of the validation.

After step two, there may be several options for

matching concrete index variables to abstract

index variables due to the concatenation opera-

tor in the compute capability language. If the selected matching passes the rest of the validation

steps, we bind s to f. Otherwise, we test other possible matchings.
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5.2 The Map Command

To increase productivity, Mosaic provides a compound command, map, that provides partial sched-

uling automation. When provided with a sub-expression, map is tasked with binding the whole

sub-expression to f. Unlike bind, where users must explicitly specify how the computation gets as-

sociated with the interface and are tasked with tiling, reshaping, and precomputing the appropriate

expressions, map tiles and reshapes the sub-expression to fit within the constraints of a specified

function. Users do not need to search, read, or understand the minute details of the documentation

for the external function they want to use. Essentially, using the map command, the user isolates a

sub-expression that exactly matches 5 and leaves the rest of the transformations that are necessary

for correctness, such as tiling and reshaping, to Mosaic.

The map command is applied to a concrete index notation statement and takes as input a sub-

statement s and an interface f to produce S’, the result of applying S.map(s, f). It uses several

other scheduling commands to rewrite the CIN statement and target the sub-statement to an

external interface. Some of these commands include existing commands (split, fuse, precompute,

reorder and parallelize) from the TACO scheduling API [Senanayake et al. 2020]. However, we

also add the promote and fix commands to Mosaic. These commands modify the sub-expressions,

either by changing the shape of tensors or the scope of the sub-expression, to fit the hardened

capabilities of an external function. The map command calls the automatic search at Step 3 of the

automatic searching algorithm (Section 6.2) to transform the expression and validate the mapping.

In Section 6, we describe how our automatic search machinery factorizes sub-expressions from a

larger expression to bind to different functions.

Promotion. The promote command adds an additional dimension of size 1 to a given tensor at the

provided index, creating an equivalent tensor with higher order. This command enables map to

use functions that operate on higher-order tensors to target computations that have lower-order

inputs. For example, map can bind matrix-multiply functions to matrix-vector computations with

promote. Promote is called on a CIN statement as S.promote(T, int) where T is a tensor and

int specifies the position that the extra dimension is inserted at. For a tensor of order =, int can

range from [0, =] inclusive since a dimension can be inserted between any = index variables.

Fix. The fix command enables map to target functions operating on lower-order tensors to com-

putations that use high-order inputs. For example, the contraction at index 9 of a matrix-matrix

multiply computation�8: =

∑
9 �8 9 ∗� 9: can be computed using a dot product function if indices for

each 8 and : combination are fixed. The fix command specifies the index variables to ignore while

mapping the computation. These indices are effectively held constant for the mapped computation.

6 AUTOMATED SEARCH FOR BINDINGS

While the scheduling commands in Section 5 provide users explicit control over function placement,

some users may want to replace such fine-grained control with more automation. For example, a

user may not have the time or expertise to make scheduling decisions, or have legacy code that

they want to speedup without much effort. To meet the needs of such users, Mosaic provides

an automated search mechanism that finds all valid bindings. Given a set of registered external

functions, the automated search mechanism returns all the schedules that use those functions.

The search machinery consists of five steps shown in Figure 9. First, it filters all external functions

whose parameter and return datatypes are different from the user-specified computation. Second, it

applies mathematical rewrites, looking for equivalent operator patterns (see Section 6.1). Third, it

matches index variables in the compute capability description to index variables in the user-defined

statement (see Section 6.2), effectively resolving conditions on tensor order. Fourth, it performs a
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// Tensor<int> Addition

A(i, j) = B(i, j) * C(i, k) * D(k, j)

A.register(TblisIntVecAdd(),

           AvxIntVecMul(), 

           CblasIntDotprod(),

           GslFloatMatMul())

Example Input Program

Step 1:  Filter External Functions

TBLIS

TblisIntVecAdd
AVX

AvxIntVecMul
CBLAS

CblasIntDotprod
GSL

GslFloatMatMul

Remove Float
Kernels

Step 4:  Tiling Validation

\\ Solver Code 

\\ Generated by Mosaic

s = z3.Solver()

s.add(j < j.dim())

s.add(j == 4)

Check for legal mappings k

i

C

k

j

D

Tile

Step 5:  External Function Call

// AvxIntAdd()

_mm256_mul_ps(op1, op2)

Order-Reduced
Tiled C

Order-Reduced
Tiled D

Remove Add Kernels

Match to AVX!

AvxIntVecMul() 

capability description:
<latexit sha1_base64="WIUYekMsWD8iSaafgkBl26ptgyA=">AAACD3icbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNYlDEItxJUBshaGMZwSRCLoS9zSRZsrd37M6p8cg/sPGv2FgoYmtr579x81Fo9MEOj/dmmJ0XxFIYdN0vZ2Z2bn5hMbOUXV5ZXVvPbWxWTZRoDhUeyUhfB8yAFAoqKFDCdayBhYGEWtA7H/q1G9BGROoK+zE0QtZRoi04Qys1c3v3zR49pXe2HtC+rb6f9RHuML3tgqIDat1TWmzm8m7BHYH+Jd6E5MkE5Wbu029FPAlBIZfMmLrnxthImUbBJQyyfmIgZrzHOlC3VLEQTCMd3TOgu1Zp0Xak7VNIR+rPiZSFxvTDwHaGDLtm2huK/3n1BNsnjVSoOEFQfLyonUiKER2GQ1tCA0fZt4RxLexfKe8yzTjaCLM2BG/65L+keljwjgreZTFfOpvEkSHbZIfsE48ckxK5IGVSIZw8kCfyQl6dR+fZeXPex60zzmRmi/yC8/ENC5OaIw==</latexit>

zk = xk ∗ yk

when k == 4

<latexit sha1_base64="feYJlqRAt9N6RJRnwkNptAVwjek=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KomIehGKXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz321lZXVvf2CxsFbd3dvf2SweHTR2nimGDxSJW7YBqFFxiw3AjsJ0opFEgsBWM7qZ+6wmV5rF8MOME/YgOJA85o8ZK9ZteqexW3BnIMvFyUoYctV7pq9uPWRqhNExQrTuemxg/o8pwJnBS7KYaE8pGdIAdSyWNUPvZ7NAJObVKn4SxsiUNmam/JzIaaT2OAtsZUTPUi95U/M/rpCa89jMuk9SgZPNFYSqIicn0a9LnCpkRY0soU9zeStiQKsqMzaZoQ/AWX14mzfOKd1nx6hfl6m0eRwGO4QTOwIMrqMI91KABDBCe4RXenEfnxXl3PuatK04+cwR/4Hz+AI7FjMc=</latexit>

=

<latexit sha1_base64="b8QZDZSQDhw92RsMLhLLy1qbxSE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KomIeiz14rEF+wFtKJvtpF272YTdjVBCf4EXD4p49Sd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpu6ThVDJssFrHqBFSj4BKbhhuBnUQhjQKB7WB8N/PbT6g0j+WDmSToR3QoecgZNVZq1Pqlsltx5yCrxMtJGXLU+6Wv3iBmaYTSMEG17npuYvyMKsOZwGmxl2pMKBvTIXYtlTRC7WfzQ6fk3CoDEsbKljRkrv6eyGik9SQKbGdEzUgvezPxP6+bmvDWz7hMUoOSLRaFqSAmJrOvyYArZEZMLKFMcXsrYSOqKDM2m6INwVt+eZW0LivedcVrXJWrtTyOApzCGVyABzdQhXuoQxMYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFrXnHzmBP7A+fwBllmMzA==</latexit>

B

<latexit sha1_base64="nzeHdTc6GYXSIa1Z9qZXpeJssHk=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KomIeqx68diC/YA2lM120q7dbMLuRiihv8CLB0W8+pO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6m/qtJ1Sax/LBjBP0IzqQPOSMGivVb3qlsltxZyDLxMtJGXLUeqWvbj9maYTSMEG17nhuYvyMKsOZwEmxm2pMKBvRAXYslTRC7WezQyfk1Cp9EsbKljRkpv6eyGik9TgKbGdEzVAvelPxP6+TmvDaz7hMUoOSzReFqSAmJtOvSZ8rZEaMLaFMcXsrYUOqKDM2m6INwVt8eZk0zyveZcWrX5Srt3kcBTiGEzgDD66gCvdQgwYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935mLeuOPnMEfyB8/kDlNWMyw==</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="/GjIqvIKiIBr+DdwbKirDA1K0T8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KomIeizqwWML9gPaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHhTx6k/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHDY1HGqGDZYLGLVDqhGwSU2DDcC24lCGgUCW8Hoduq3nlBpHssHM07Qj+hA8pAzaqxUv+uVym7FnYEsEy8nZchR65W+uv2YpRFKwwTVuuO5ifEzqgxnAifFbqoxoWxEB9ixVNIItZ/NDp2QU6v0SRgrW9KQmfp7IqOR1uMosJ0RNUO96E3F/7xOasJrP+MySQ1KNl8UpoKYmEy/Jn2ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYbIo2BG/x5WXSPK94lxWvflGu3uRxFOAYTuAMPLiCKtxDDRrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9664uQzR/AHzucPmWGMzg==</latexit>

D

<latexit sha1_base64="lwkr9WG5eLOLy4K0UXh7YHsgxR8=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/ggvHhTx6u/x5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wSTu9zvPHFtRKwecZpwP6IjJULBKFqp00cRcVMZVGtu3Z2DrBKvIDUo0BxUv/rDmKURV8gkNabnuQn6GdUomOSzSj81PKFsQke8Z6midoufzc+dkTOrDEkYa1sKyVz9PZHRyJhpFNjOiOLYLHu5+J/XSzG88TOhkhS5YotFYSoJxiT/nQyF5gzl1BLKtLC3EjammjK0CeUheMsvr5L2Rd27qnsPl7XGbRFHGU7gFM7Bg2towD00oQUMJvAMr/DmJM6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4A7rePTg==</latexit>

×

<latexit sha1_base64="lwkr9WG5eLOLy4K0UXh7YHsgxR8=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/ggvHhTx6u/x5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wSTu9zvPHFtRKwecZpwP6IjJULBKFqp00cRcVMZVGtu3Z2DrBKvIDUo0BxUv/rDmKURV8gkNabnuQn6GdUomOSzSj81PKFsQke8Z6midoufzc+dkTOrDEkYa1sKyVz9PZHRyJhpFNjOiOLYLHu5+J/XSzG88TOhkhS5YotFYSoJxiT/nQyF5gzl1BLKtLC3EjammjK0CeUheMsvr5L2Rd27qnsPl7XGbRFHGU7gFM7Bg2towD00oQUMJvAMr/DmJM6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4A7rePTg==</latexit>

×

<latexit sha1_base64="po+MCAIFK4yLKvllX0FkOElWTss=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KomIeiz24rEF+wFtKJvtpF272YTdjVBCf4EXD4p49Sd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpu6ThVDJssFrHqBFSj4BKbhhuBnUQhjQKB7WBcm/ntJ1Sax/LBTBL0IzqUPOSMGis1av1S2a24c5BV4uWkDDnq/dJXbxCzNEJpmKBadz03MX5GleFM4LTYSzUmlI3pELuWShqh9rP5oVNybpUBCWNlSxoyV39PZDTSehIFtjOiZqSXvZn4n9dNTXjrZ1wmqUHJFovCVBATk9nXZMAVMiMmllCmuL2VsBFVlBmbTdGG4C2/vEpalxXvuuI1rsrVuzyOApzCGVyABzdQhXuoQxMYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFrXnHzmBP7A+fwBl92MzQ==</latexit>

C

Step 2:  Operator Pattern Matching

Step 3:  Tensor Index-Variable Matching

Since AvxIntVecMul() can only compute on vectors

Order-Reduce C

<latexit sha1_base64="+APomZZy7ujiAFPtH/fFTaVhw7k=">AAACCHicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerShYNFkC5KIqJuhNq6cFnBXqANYTKdtNNMJmFmIpSQpRtfxY0LRdz6CO58G6eXhbb+MPDxn3M4c34vZlQqy/o2ckvLK6tr+fXCxubW9o65u9eUUSIwaeCIRaLtIUkY5aShqGKkHQuCQo+RlhfUxvXWAxGSRvxejWLihKjPqU8xUtpyzcNrN6XDDF7B6hRKsKYhyEo3bhoMM9csWmVrIrgI9gyKYKa6a351exFOQsIVZkjKjm3FykmRUBQzkhW6iSQxwgHqk45GjkIinXRySAaPtdODfiT04wpO3N8TKQqlHIWe7gyRGsj52tj8r9ZJlH/ppJTHiSIcTxf5CYMqguNUYI8KghUbaUBYUP1XiAdIIKx0dgUdgj1/8iI0T8v2edm+OytWqrM48uAAHIETYIMLUAG3oA4aAINH8AxewZvxZLwY78bHtDVnzGb2wR8Znz/zepit</latexit>

Aij = Bij ∗ Cik ∗Dkj

Order-Reduce D

Fig. 9. Steps in the automatic searching process.

<latexit sha1_base64="6hOVjykujFE1lDWqGm9laeT2Xzk=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cWbC20oWy2k3bbzSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCopeNUMWyyWMSqHVCNgktsGm4EthOFNAoEPgbju5n/+IRK81g+mEmCfkQHkoecUWOlxqhXrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvVf+6vZjlkYoDRNU647nJsbPqDKcCZyWuqnGhLIxHWDHUkkj1H42P3RKzqzSJ2GsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Az1sjcT//M6qQlv/IzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mvS5QmbExBLKFLe3EjakijJjsynZELzll1dJ66LqXVW9xmWldpvHUYQTOIVz8OAaanAPdWgCA4RneIU3Z+S8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucP0vmM9A==</latexit>

j

<latexit sha1_base64="Wt0HzReK59sXPCCsN0Et4c8egeU=">AAACCnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWgRKkJJRNRlbTcuK9gLtCFMppN22pkkzEyEErp246u4caGIW5/AnW/jJM1Cqz8MfPznHM6c34sYlcqyvozC0vLK6lpxvbSxubW9Y+7utWUYC0xaOGSh6HpIEkYD0lJUMdKNBEHcY6TjTRppvXNPhKRhcKemEXE4GgbUpxgpbbnmYV/G3B3DyrWb0PEMnsK6m4wnKTQy58Q1y1bVygT/gp1DGeRquuZnfxDimJNAYYak7NlWpJwECUUxI7NSP5YkQniChqSnMUCcSCfJTpnBY+0MoB8K/QIFM/fnRIK4lFPu6U6O1Egu1lLzv1ovVv6Vk9AgihUJ8HyRHzOoQpjmAgdUEKzYVAPCguq/QjxCAmGl0yvpEOzFk/9C+6xqX1Tt2/NyrZ7HUQQH4AhUgA0uQQ3cgCZoAQwewBN4Aa/Go/FsvBnv89aCkc/sg18yPr4BuCmZAg==</latexit>X

j

(Aij +Bjk + Cij)

<latexit sha1_base64="po+MCAIFK4yLKvllX0FkOElWTss=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KomIeiz24rEF+wFtKJvtpF272YTdjVBCf4EXD4p49Sd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpu6ThVDJssFrHqBFSj4BKbhhuBnUQhjQKB7WBcm/ntJ1Sax/LBTBL0IzqUPOSMGis1av1S2a24c5BV4uWkDDnq/dJXbxCzNEJpmKBadz03MX5GleFM4LTYSzUmlI3pELuWShqh9rP5oVNybpUBCWNlSxoyV39PZDTSehIFtjOiZqSXvZn4n9dNTXjrZ1wmqUHJFovCVBATk9nXZMAVMiMmllCmuL2VsBFVlBmbTdGG4C2/vEpalxXvuuI1rsrVuzyOApzCGVyABzdQhXuoQxMYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFrXnHzmBP7A+fwBl92MzQ==</latexit>

C
<latexit sha1_base64="b8QZDZSQDhw92RsMLhLLy1qbxSE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KomIeiz14rEF+wFtKJvtpF272YTdjVBCf4EXD4p49Sd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpu6ThVDJssFrHqBFSj4BKbhhuBnUQhjQKB7WB8N/PbT6g0j+WDmSToR3QoecgZNVZq1Pqlsltx5yCrxMtJGXLU+6Wv3iBmaYTSMEG17npuYvyMKsOZwGmxl2pMKBvTIXYtlTRC7WfzQ6fk3CoDEsbKljRkrv6eyGik9SQKbGdEzUgvezPxP6+bmvDWz7hMUoOSLRaFqSAmJrOvyYArZEZMLKFMcXsrYSOqKDM2m6INwVt+eZW0LivedcVrXJWrtTyOApzCGVyABzdQhXuoQxMYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFrXnHzmBP7A+fwBllmMzA==</latexit>

B

<latexit sha1_base64="7Xzffhb6NJPYMwech4+7PxYRiAg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKqMegF48RjQkkS5idzCZD5rHMzAphyUd48aCIV7/Hm3/jbLIHTSxoKKq66e6KEs6M9f1vr7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O5V9w8ejUo1oS2iuNKdCBvKmaQtyyynnURTLCJO29H4JvfbT1QbpuSDnSQ0FHgoWcwItk5q9+7ZUOBKv1rz6/4MaJkEBalBgWa/+tUbKJIKKi3h2Jhu4Cc2zLC2jHA6rfRSQxNMxnhIu45KLKgJs9m5U3TilAGKlXYlLZqpvycyLIyZiMh1CmxHZtHLxf+8bmrjqzBjMkktlWS+KE45sgrlv6MB05RYPnEEE83crYiMsMbEuoTyEILFl5fJ41k9uKgHd+e1xnURRxmO4BhOIYBLaMAtNKEFBMbwDK/w5iXei/fufcxbS14xcwh/4H3+AKO6jx0=</latexit>

Σ

<latexit sha1_base64="nzeHdTc6GYXSIa1Z9qZXpeJssHk=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KomIeqx68diC/YA2lM120q7dbMLuRiihv8CLB0W8+pO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6m/qtJ1Sax/LBjBP0IzqQPOSMGivVb3qlsltxZyDLxMtJGXLUeqWvbj9maYTSMEG17nhuYvyMKsOZwEmxm2pMKBvRAXYslTRC7WezQyfk1Cp9EsbKljRkpv6eyGik9TgKbGdEzVAvelPxP6+TmvDaz7hMUoOSzReFqSAmJtOvSZ8rZEaMLaFMcXsrYUOqKDM2m6INwVt8eZk0zyveZcWrX5Srt3kcBTiGEzgDD66gCvdQgwYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935mLeuOPnMEfyB8/kDlNWMyw==</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="l9yZhi4EFkgrrt1ORlYy+R3Qlhw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQklE1GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+Oyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR3dRvPaHSPJYPZpygH9GB5CFn1Fipft4rld2KOwNZJl5OypCj1it9dfsxSyOUhgmqdcdzE+NnVBnOBE6K3VRjQtmIDrBjqaQRaj+bHTohp1bpkzBWtqQhM/X3REYjrcdRYDsjaoZ60ZuK/3md1IQ3fsZlkhqUbL4oTAUxMZl+TfpcITNibAllittbCRtSRZmx2RRtCN7iy8ukeVHxripe/bJcvc3jKMAxnMAZeHANVbiHGjSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox7x1xclnjuAPnM8fc32MtQ==</latexit>

+

<latexit sha1_base64="l9yZhi4EFkgrrt1ORlYy+R3Qlhw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQklE1GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+Oyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR3dRvPaHSPJYPZpygH9GB5CFn1Fipft4rld2KOwNZJl5OypCj1it9dfsxSyOUhgmqdcdzE+NnVBnOBE6K3VRjQtmIDrBjqaQRaj+bHTohp1bpkzBWtqQhM/X3REYjrcdRYDsjaoZ60ZuK/3md1IQ3fsZlkhqUbL4oTAUxMZl+TfpcITNibAllittbCRtSRZmx2RRtCN7iy8ukeVHxripe/bJcvc3jKMAxnMAZeHANVbiHGjSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox7x1xclnjuAPnM8fc32MtQ==</latexit>

+

<latexit sha1_base64="6hOVjykujFE1lDWqGm9laeT2Xzk=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cWbC20oWy2k3bbzSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCopeNUMWyyWMSqHVCNgktsGm4EthOFNAoEPgbju5n/+IRK81g+mEmCfkQHkoecUWOlxqhXrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvVf+6vZjlkYoDRNU647nJsbPqDKcCZyWuqnGhLIxHWDHUkkj1H42P3RKzqzSJ2GsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Az1sjcT//M6qQlv/IzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mvS5QmbExBLKFLe3EjakijJjsynZELzll1dJ66LqXVW9xmWldpvHUYQTOIVz8OAaanAPdWgCA4RneIU3Z+S8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucP0vmM9A==</latexit>

j

<latexit sha1_base64="po+MCAIFK4yLKvllX0FkOElWTss=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KomIeiz24rEF+wFtKJvtpF272YTdjVBCf4EXD4p49Sd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpu6ThVDJssFrHqBFSj4BKbhhuBnUQhjQKB7WBcm/ntJ1Sax/LBTBL0IzqUPOSMGis1av1S2a24c5BV4uWkDDnq/dJXbxCzNEJpmKBadz03MX5GleFM4LTYSzUmlI3pELuWShqh9rP5oVNybpUBCWNlSxoyV39PZDTSehIFtjOiZqSXvZn4n9dNTXjrZ1wmqUHJFovCVBATk9nXZMAVMiMmllCmuL2VsBFVlBmbTdGG4C2/vEpalxXvuuI1rsrVuzyOApzCGVyABzdQhXuoQxMYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFrXnHzmBP7A+fwBl92MzQ==</latexit>

C

<latexit sha1_base64="b8QZDZSQDhw92RsMLhLLy1qbxSE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KomIeiz14rEF+wFtKJvtpF272YTdjVBCf4EXD4p49Sd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpu6ThVDJssFrHqBFSj4BKbhhuBnUQhjQKB7WB8N/PbT6g0j+WDmSToR3QoecgZNVZq1Pqlsltx5yCrxMtJGXLU+6Wv3iBmaYTSMEG17npuYvyMKsOZwGmxl2pMKBvTIXYtlTRC7WfzQ6fk3CoDEsbKljRkrv6eyGik9SQKbGdEzUgvezPxP6+bmvDWz7hMUoOSLRaFqSAmJrOvyYArZEZMLKFMcXsrYSOqKDM2m6INwVt+eZW0LivedcVrXJWrtTyOApzCGVyABzdQhXuoQxMYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFrXnHzmBP7A+fwBllmMzA==</latexit>

B

<latexit sha1_base64="7Xzffhb6NJPYMwech4+7PxYRiAg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKqMegF48RjQkkS5idzCZD5rHMzAphyUd48aCIV7/Hm3/jbLIHTSxoKKq66e6KEs6M9f1vr7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O5V9w8ejUo1oS2iuNKdCBvKmaQtyyynnURTLCJO29H4JvfbT1QbpuSDnSQ0FHgoWcwItk5q9+7ZUOBKv1rz6/4MaJkEBalBgWa/+tUbKJIKKi3h2Jhu4Cc2zLC2jHA6rfRSQxNMxnhIu45KLKgJs9m5U3TilAGKlXYlLZqpvycyLIyZiMh1CmxHZtHLxf+8bmrjqzBjMkktlWS+KE45sgrlv6MB05RYPnEEE83crYiMsMbEuoTyEILFl5fJ41k9uKgHd+e1xnURRxmO4BhOIYBLaMAtNKEFBMbwDK/w5iXei/fufcxbS14xcwh/4H3+AKO6jx0=</latexit>

Σ

<latexit sha1_base64="nzeHdTc6GYXSIa1Z9qZXpeJssHk=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KomIeqx68diC/YA2lM120q7dbMLuRiihv8CLB0W8+pO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6m/qtJ1Sax/LBjBP0IzqQPOSMGivVb3qlsltxZyDLxMtJGXLUeqWvbj9maYTSMEG17nhuYvyMKsOZwEmxm2pMKBvRAXYslTRC7WezQyfk1Cp9EsbKljRkpv6eyGik9TgKbGdEzVAvelPxP6+TmvDaz7hMUoOSzReFqSAmJtOvSZ8rZEaMLaFMcXsrYUOqKDM2m6INwVt8eZk0zyveZcWrX5Srt3kcBTiGEzgDD66gCvdQgwYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935mLeuOPnMEfyB8/kDlNWMyw==</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="l9yZhi4EFkgrrt1ORlYy+R3Qlhw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQklE1GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+Oyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR3dRvPaHSPJYPZpygH9GB5CFn1Fipft4rld2KOwNZJl5OypCj1it9dfsxSyOUhgmqdcdzE+NnVBnOBE6K3VRjQtmIDrBjqaQRaj+bHTohp1bpkzBWtqQhM/X3REYjrcdRYDsjaoZ60ZuK/3md1IQ3fsZlkhqUbL4oTAUxMZl+TfpcITNibAllittbCRtSRZmx2RRtCN7iy8ukeVHxripe/bJcvc3jKMAxnMAZeHANVbiHGjSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox7x1xclnjuAPnM8fc32MtQ==</latexit>

+

<latexit sha1_base64="l9yZhi4EFkgrrt1ORlYy+R3Qlhw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQklE1GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+Oyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR3dRvPaHSPJYPZpygH9GB5CFn1Fipft4rld2KOwNZJl5OypCj1it9dfsxSyOUhgmqdcdzE+NnVBnOBE6K3VRjQtmIDrBjqaQRaj+bHTohp1bpkzBWtqQhM/X3REYjrcdRYDsjaoZ60ZuK/3md1IQ3fsZlkhqUbL4oTAUxMZl+TfpcITNibAllittbCRtSRZmx2RRtCN7iy8ukeVHxripe/bJcvc3jKMAxnMAZeHANVbiHGjSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox7x1xclnjuAPnM8fc32MtQ==</latexit>

+

<latexit sha1_base64="ecnQ7/mEXlAbZDcLlQ7qODI1M8k=">AAACCnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWgRKkJJRNRlbTcuK9gLtCFMppN22skkzEyEErJ246u4caGIW5/AnW/jtI2grT8MfPznHM6c34sYlcqyvozc0vLK6lp+vbCxubW9Y+7uNWUYC0waOGShaHtIEkY5aSiqGGlHgqDAY6TljWqTeuueCElDfqfGEXEC1OfUpxgpbbnmYVfGgTuEpWs3ocMUnsLaD1TdZDhKT1yzaJWtqeAi2BkUQaa6a352eyGOA8IVZkjKjm1FykmQUBQzkha6sSQRwiPUJx2NHAVEOsn0lBQea6cH/VDoxxWcur8nEhRIOQ483RkgNZDztYn5X60TK//KSSiPYkU4ni3yYwZVCCe5wB4VBCs21oCwoPqvEA+QQFjp9Ao6BHv+5EVonpXti7J9e16sVLM48uAAHIESsMElqIAbUAcNgMEDeAIv4NV4NJ6NN+N91pozspl98EfGxze4IJkC</latexit>X

j

(Aij + Cij +Bjk)
<latexit sha1_base64="4HqpLVSTBvDaRDtLZYJnQeS6x/Y=">AAACEXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARKkJJRNRlbTcuK9gLtCFMppN22pkkzEyEEvIKbnwVNy4UcevOnW/jNM1CWw8MfPz/OZw5vxcxKpVlfRuFldW19Y3iZmlre2d3z9w/aMswFpi0cMhC0fWQJIwGpKWoYqQbCYK4x0jHmzRmfueBCEnD4F5NI+JwNAyoTzFSWnLNSl/G3B3Dyo2b0HEKz2Ajg1NNuVV3k/Ekdc2yVbWygstg51AGeTVd86s/CHHMSaAwQ1L2bCtSToKEopiRtNSPJYkQnqAh6WkMECfSSbKLUniilQH0Q6FfoGCm/p5IEJdyyj3dyZEayUVvJv7n9WLlXzsJDaJYkQDPF/kxgyqEs3jggAqCFZtqQFhQ/VeIR0ggrHSIJR2CvXjyMrTPq/Zl1b67KNfqeRxFcASOQQXY4ArUwC1oghbA4BE8g1fwZjwZL8a78TFvLRj5zCH4U8bnDwHum+I=</latexit>X

j

(Aij + Cij) +
X

j

Bjk

<latexit sha1_base64="6hOVjykujFE1lDWqGm9laeT2Xzk=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cWbC20oWy2k3bbzSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCopeNUMWyyWMSqHVCNgktsGm4EthOFNAoEPgbju5n/+IRK81g+mEmCfkQHkoecUWOlxqhXrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvVf+6vZjlkYoDRNU647nJsbPqDKcCZyWuqnGhLIxHWDHUkkj1H42P3RKzqzSJ2GsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Az1sjcT//M6qQlv/IzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mvS5QmbExBLKFLe3EjakijJjsynZELzll1dJ66LqXVW9xmWldpvHUYQTOIVz8OAaanAPdWgCA4RneIU3Z+S8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucP0vmM9A==</latexit>

j

<latexit sha1_base64="po+MCAIFK4yLKvllX0FkOElWTss=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KomIeiz24rEF+wFtKJvtpF272YTdjVBCf4EXD4p49Sd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpu6ThVDJssFrHqBFSj4BKbhhuBnUQhjQKB7WBcm/ntJ1Sax/LBTBL0IzqUPOSMGis1av1S2a24c5BV4uWkDDnq/dJXbxCzNEJpmKBadz03MX5GleFM4LTYSzUmlI3pELuWShqh9rP5oVNybpUBCWNlSxoyV39PZDTSehIFtjOiZqSXvZn4n9dNTXjrZ1wmqUHJFovCVBATk9nXZMAVMiMmllCmuL2VsBFVlBmbTdGG4C2/vEpalxXvuuI1rsrVuzyOApzCGVyABzdQhXuoQxMYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFrXnHzmBP7A+fwBl92MzQ==</latexit>

C

<latexit sha1_base64="b8QZDZSQDhw92RsMLhLLy1qbxSE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KomIeiz14rEF+wFtKJvtpF272YTdjVBCf4EXD4p49Sd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpu6ThVDJssFrHqBFSj4BKbhhuBnUQhjQKB7WB8N/PbT6g0j+WDmSToR3QoecgZNVZq1Pqlsltx5yCrxMtJGXLU+6Wv3iBmaYTSMEG17npuYvyMKsOZwGmxl2pMKBvTIXYtlTRC7WfzQ6fk3CoDEsbKljRkrv6eyGik9SQKbGdEzUgvezPxP6+bmvDWz7hMUoOSLRaFqSAmJrOvyYArZEZMLKFMcXsrYSOqKDM2m6INwVt+eZW0LivedcVrXJWrtTyOApzCGVyABzdQhXuoQxMYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFrXnHzmBP7A+fwBllmMzA==</latexit>

B

<latexit sha1_base64="7Xzffhb6NJPYMwech4+7PxYRiAg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKqMegF48RjQkkS5idzCZD5rHMzAphyUd48aCIV7/Hm3/jbLIHTSxoKKq66e6KEs6M9f1vr7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O5V9w8ejUo1oS2iuNKdCBvKmaQtyyynnURTLCJO29H4JvfbT1QbpuSDnSQ0FHgoWcwItk5q9+7ZUOBKv1rz6/4MaJkEBalBgWa/+tUbKJIKKi3h2Jhu4Cc2zLC2jHA6rfRSQxNMxnhIu45KLKgJs9m5U3TilAGKlXYlLZqpvycyLIyZiMh1CmxHZtHLxf+8bmrjqzBjMkktlWS+KE45sgrlv6MB05RYPnEEE83crYiMsMbEuoTyEILFl5fJ41k9uKgHd+e1xnURRxmO4BhOIYBLaMAtNKEFBMbwDK/w5iXei/fufcxbS14xcwh/4H3+AKO6jx0=</latexit>

Σ

<latexit sha1_base64="nzeHdTc6GYXSIa1Z9qZXpeJssHk=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KomIeqx68diC/YA2lM120q7dbMLuRiihv8CLB0W8+pO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6m/qtJ1Sax/LBjBP0IzqQPOSMGivVb3qlsltxZyDLxMtJGXLUeqWvbj9maYTSMEG17nhuYvyMKsOZwEmxm2pMKBvRAXYslTRC7WezQyfk1Cp9EsbKljRkpv6eyGik9TgKbGdEzVAvelPxP6+TmvDaz7hMUoOSzReFqSAmJtOvSZ8rZEaMLaFMcXsrYUOqKDM2m6INwVt8eZk0zyveZcWrX5Srt3kcBTiGEzgDD66gCvdQgwYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935mLeuOPnMEfyB8/kDlNWMyw==</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="l9yZhi4EFkgrrt1ORlYy+R3Qlhw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQklE1GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+Oyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR3dRvPaHSPJYPZpygH9GB5CFn1Fipft4rld2KOwNZJl5OypCj1it9dfsxSyOUhgmqdcdzE+NnVBnOBE6K3VRjQtmIDrBjqaQRaj+bHTohp1bpkzBWtqQhM/X3REYjrcdRYDsjaoZ60ZuK/3md1IQ3fsZlkhqUbL4oTAUxMZl+TfpcITNibAllittbCRtSRZmx2RRtCN7iy8ukeVHxripe/bJcvc3jKMAxnMAZeHANVbiHGjSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox7x1xclnjuAPnM8fc32MtQ==</latexit>

+

<latexit sha1_base64="l9yZhi4EFkgrrt1ORlYy+R3Qlhw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQklE1GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+Oyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR3dRvPaHSPJYPZpygH9GB5CFn1Fipft4rld2KOwNZJl5OypCj1it9dfsxSyOUhgmqdcdzE+NnVBnOBE6K3VRjQtmIDrBjqaQRaj+bHTohp1bpkzBWtqQhM/X3REYjrcdRYDsjaoZ60ZuK/3md1IQ3fsZlkhqUbL4oTAUxMZl+TfpcITNibAllittbCRtSRZmx2RRtCN7iy8ukeVHxripe/bJcvc3jKMAxnMAZeHANVbiHGjSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox7x1xclnjuAPnM8fc32MtQ==</latexit>

+

<latexit sha1_base64="7Xzffhb6NJPYMwech4+7PxYRiAg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKqMegF48RjQkkS5idzCZD5rHMzAphyUd48aCIV7/Hm3/jbLIHTSxoKKq66e6KEs6M9f1vr7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O5V9w8ejUo1oS2iuNKdCBvKmaQtyyynnURTLCJO29H4JvfbT1QbpuSDnSQ0FHgoWcwItk5q9+7ZUOBKv1rz6/4MaJkEBalBgWa/+tUbKJIKKi3h2Jhu4Cc2zLC2jHA6rfRSQxNMxnhIu45KLKgJs9m5U3TilAGKlXYlLZqpvycyLIyZiMh1CmxHZtHLxf+8bmrjqzBjMkktlWS+KE45sgrlv6MB05RYPnEEE83crYiMsMbEuoTyEILFl5fJ41k9uKgHd+e1xnURRxmO4BhOIYBLaMAtNKEFBMbwDK/w5iXei/fufcxbS14xcwh/4H3+AKO6jx0=</latexit>

Σ

<latexit sha1_base64="6hOVjykujFE1lDWqGm9laeT2Xzk=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cWbC20oWy2k3bbzSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCopeNUMWyyWMSqHVCNgktsGm4EthOFNAoEPgbju5n/+IRK81g+mEmCfkQHkoecUWOlxqhXrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvVf+6vZjlkYoDRNU647nJsbPqDKcCZyWuqnGhLIxHWDHUkkj1H42P3RKzqzSJ2GsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Az1sjcT//M6qQlv/IzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mvS5QmbExBLKFLe3EjakijJjsynZELzll1dJ66LqXVW9xmWldpvHUYQTOIVz8OAaanAPdWgCA4RneIU3Z+S8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucP0vmM9A==</latexit>

j

<latexit sha1_base64="RT3C+/xPjdRo1a//clCotZXi11o=">AAACHnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNsAgVocyIr2VtNy4r2Ae0ZcikmTZt5kFyRyzDfIkbf8WNC0UEV/o3pg9BWw8ETs45l+QeNxJcgWV9GQuLS8srq5m17PrG5ta2ubNbU2EsKavSUISy4RLFBA9YFTgI1ogkI74rWN0dlEd+/Y5JxcPgFoYRa/ukG3CPUwJacsyzlop9p4/zV07C+yk+xuUf0gJ2D66XWOnR6DbJlZykP0gdM2cVrDHwPLGnJIemqDjmR6sT0thnAVBBlGraVgTthEjgVLA024oViwgdkC5rahoQn6l2Ml4vxYda6WAvlPoEgMfq74mE+EoNfVcnfQI9NeuNxP+8ZgzeZTvhQRQDC+jkIS8WGEI86gp3uGQUxFATQiXXf8W0RyShoBvN6hLs2ZXnSe2kYJ8X7JvTXLE0rSOD9tEByiMbXaAiukYVVEUUPaAn9IJejUfj2Xgz3ifRBWM6s4f+wPj8Bn/HoOA=</latexit>X

j

(Aij + Cij + 0) +
X

j

Bjk

<latexit sha1_base64="6hOVjykujFE1lDWqGm9laeT2Xzk=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cWbC20oWy2k3bbzSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCopeNUMWyyWMSqHVCNgktsGm4EthOFNAoEPgbju5n/+IRK81g+mEmCfkQHkoecUWOlxqhXrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvVf+6vZjlkYoDRNU647nJsbPqDKcCZyWuqnGhLIxHWDHUkkj1H42P3RKzqzSJ2GsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Az1sjcT//M6qQlv/IzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mvS5QmbExBLKFLe3EjakijJjsynZELzll1dJ66LqXVW9xmWldpvHUYQTOIVz8OAaanAPdWgCA4RneIU3Z+S8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucP0vmM9A==</latexit>

j
<latexit sha1_base64="b8QZDZSQDhw92RsMLhLLy1qbxSE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KomIeiz14rEF+wFtKJvtpF272YTdjVBCf4EXD4p49Sd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpu6ThVDJssFrHqBFSj4BKbhhuBnUQhjQKB7WB8N/PbT6g0j+WDmSToR3QoecgZNVZq1Pqlsltx5yCrxMtJGXLU+6Wv3iBmaYTSMEG17npuYvyMKsOZwGmxl2pMKBvTIXYtlTRC7WfzQ6fk3CoDEsbKljRkrv6eyGik9SQKbGdEzUgvezPxP6+bmvDWz7hMUoOSLRaFqSAmJrOvyYArZEZMLKFMcXsrYSOqKDM2m6INwVt+eZW0LivedcVrXJWrtTyOApzCGVyABzdQhXuoQxMYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFrXnHzmBP7A+fwBllmMzA==</latexit>

B

<latexit sha1_base64="7Xzffhb6NJPYMwech4+7PxYRiAg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKqMegF48RjQkkS5idzCZD5rHMzAphyUd48aCIV7/Hm3/jbLIHTSxoKKq66e6KEs6M9f1vr7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O5V9w8ejUo1oS2iuNKdCBvKmaQtyyynnURTLCJO29H4JvfbT1QbpuSDnSQ0FHgoWcwItk5q9+7ZUOBKv1rz6/4MaJkEBalBgWa/+tUbKJIKKi3h2Jhu4Cc2zLC2jHA6rfRSQxNMxnhIu45KLKgJs9m5U3TilAGKlXYlLZqpvycyLIyZiMh1CmxHZtHLxf+8bmrjqzBjMkktlWS+KE45sgrlv6MB05RYPnEEE83crYiMsMbEuoTyEILFl5fJ41k9uKgHd+e1xnURRxmO4BhOIYBLaMAtNKEFBMbwDK/w5iXei/fufcxbS14xcwh/4H3+AKO6jx0=</latexit>

Σ

<latexit sha1_base64="nzeHdTc6GYXSIa1Z9qZXpeJssHk=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KomIeqx68diC/YA2lM120q7dbMLuRiihv8CLB0W8+pO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6m/qtJ1Sax/LBjBP0IzqQPOSMGivVb3qlsltxZyDLxMtJGXLUeqWvbj9maYTSMEG17nhuYvyMKsOZwEmxm2pMKBvRAXYslTRC7WezQyfk1Cp9EsbKljRkpv6eyGik9TgKbGdEzVAvelPxP6+TmvDaz7hMUoOSzReFqSAmJtOvSZ8rZEaMLaFMcXsrYUOqKDM2m6INwVt8eZk0zyveZcWrX5Srt3kcBTiGEzgDD66gCvdQgwYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935mLeuOPnMEfyB8/kDlNWMyw==</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="l9yZhi4EFkgrrt1ORlYy+R3Qlhw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQklE1GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+Oyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR3dRvPaHSPJYPZpygH9GB5CFn1Fipft4rld2KOwNZJl5OypCj1it9dfsxSyOUhgmqdcdzE+NnVBnOBE6K3VRjQtmIDrBjqaQRaj+bHTohp1bpkzBWtqQhM/X3REYjrcdRYDsjaoZ60ZuK/3md1IQ3fsZlkhqUbL4oTAUxMZl+TfpcITNibAllittbCRtSRZmx2RRtCN7iy8ukeVHxripe/bJcvc3jKMAxnMAZeHANVbiHGjSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox7x1xclnjuAPnM8fc32MtQ==</latexit>

+

<latexit sha1_base64="l9yZhi4EFkgrrt1ORlYy+R3Qlhw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQklE1GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+Oyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR3dRvPaHSPJYPZpygH9GB5CFn1Fipft4rld2KOwNZJl5OypCj1it9dfsxSyOUhgmqdcdzE+NnVBnOBE6K3VRjQtmIDrBjqaQRaj+bHTohp1bpkzBWtqQhM/X3REYjrcdRYDsjaoZ60ZuK/3md1IQ3fsZlkhqUbL4oTAUxMZl+TfpcITNibAllittbCRtSRZmx2RRtCN7iy8ukeVHxripe/bJcvc3jKMAxnMAZeHANVbiHGjSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox7x1xclnjuAPnM8fc32MtQ==</latexit>

+

<latexit sha1_base64="7Xzffhb6NJPYMwech4+7PxYRiAg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKqMegF48RjQkkS5idzCZD5rHMzAphyUd48aCIV7/Hm3/jbLIHTSxoKKq66e6KEs6M9f1vr7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O5V9w8ejUo1oS2iuNKdCBvKmaQtyyynnURTLCJO29H4JvfbT1QbpuSDnSQ0FHgoWcwItk5q9+7ZUOBKv1rz6/4MaJkEBalBgWa/+tUbKJIKKi3h2Jhu4Cc2zLC2jHA6rfRSQxNMxnhIu45KLKgJs9m5U3TilAGKlXYlLZqpvycyLIyZiMh1CmxHZtHLxf+8bmrjqzBjMkktlWS+KE45sgrlv6MB05RYPnEEE83crYiMsMbEuoTyEILFl5fJ41k9uKgHd+e1xnURRxmO4BhOIYBLaMAtNKEFBMbwDK/w5iXei/fufcxbS14xcwh/4H3+AKO6jx0=</latexit>

Σ

<latexit sha1_base64="6hOVjykujFE1lDWqGm9laeT2Xzk=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cWbC20oWy2k3bbzSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCopeNUMWyyWMSqHVCNgktsGm4EthOFNAoEPgbju5n/+IRK81g+mEmCfkQHkoecUWOlxqhXrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvVf+6vZjlkYoDRNU647nJsbPqDKcCZyWuqnGhLIxHWDHUkkj1H42P3RKzqzSJ2GsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Az1sjcT//M6qQlv/IzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mvS5QmbExBLKFLe3EjakijJjsynZELzll1dJ66LqXVW9xmWldpvHUYQTOIVz8OAaanAPdWgCA4RneIU3Z+S8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucP0vmM9A==</latexit>

j

<latexit sha1_base64="po+MCAIFK4yLKvllX0FkOElWTss=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KomIeiz24rEF+wFtKJvtpF272YTdjVBCf4EXD4p49Sd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpu6ThVDJssFrHqBFSj4BKbhhuBnUQhjQKB7WBcm/ntJ1Sax/LBTBL0IzqUPOSMGis1av1S2a24c5BV4uWkDDnq/dJXbxCzNEJpmKBadz03MX5GleFM4LTYSzUmlI3pELuWShqh9rP5oVNybpUBCWNlSxoyV39PZDTSehIFtjOiZqSXvZn4n9dNTXjrZ1wmqUHJFovCVBATk9nXZMAVMiMmllCmuL2VsBFVlBmbTdGG4C2/vEpalxXvuuI1rsrVuzyOApzCGVyABzdQhXuoQxMYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFrXnHzmBP7A+fwBl92MzQ==</latexit>

C

<latexit sha1_base64="l9yZhi4EFkgrrt1ORlYy+R3Qlhw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQklE1GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+Oyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR3dRvPaHSPJYPZpygH9GB5CFn1Fipft4rld2KOwNZJl5OypCj1it9dfsxSyOUhgmqdcdzE+NnVBnOBE6K3VRjQtmIDrBjqaQRaj+bHTohp1bpkzBWtqQhM/X3REYjrcdRYDsjaoZ60ZuK/3md1IQ3fsZlkhqUbL4oTAUxMZl+TfpcITNibAllittbCRtSRZmx2RRtCN7iy8ukeVHxripe/bJcvc3jKMAxnMAZeHANVbiHGjSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox7x1xclnjuAPnM8fc32MtQ==</latexit>

+

<latexit sha1_base64="Y40PfUX9k3QuSEewCRKEMC5Ro5c=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cK9gPbUDbbTbt0swm7E7GE/gsvHhTx6r/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x80TZxqxhsslrFuB9RwKRRvoEDJ24nmNAokbwWjm6nfeuTaiFjd4zjhfkQHSoSCUbTSQxf5EwZh5k565YpbdWcgy8TLSQVy1Hvlr24/ZmnEFTJJjel4boJ+RjUKJvmk1E0NTygb0QHvWKpoxI2fzS6ekBOr9EkYa1sKyUz9PZHRyJhxFNjOiOLQLHpT8T+vk2J45WdCJSlyxeaLwlQSjMn0fdIXmjOUY0so08LeStiQasrQhlSyIXiLLy+T5lnVu6h6d+eV2nUeRxGO4BhOwYNLqMEt1KEBDBQ8wyu8OcZ5cd6dj3lrwclnDuEPnM8fu12Q9Q==</latexit>

0

Commutativity Split Reduction

Add Identity 

(Zero Matrix)

Fig. 10. Series of mathematical rewrites to map to a function that has the capability:
∑

9 �8 9 + �8 9 +�8 9 .

tiling validation step that explores and validates potential index variable tilings (see Section 6.3)

and ensures that constraints on dimension size are satisfied. Fifth, a check against the checker

function described in Section 4 is performed. If the check returns true, the search is complete and

the external function is called during code generation. If not, the search algorithm considers all

permutations of rewrites up to a provided depth.

Optionally, users can tell Mosaic to pick a schedule out of all possible schedules at random.

Therefore, with just two additional lines of code, users can target their legacy code to other

functions through Mosaic’s automatic search mechanism. Programmers may also choose to add an

autoscheduler that ranks all possible scheduling options, which we leave as future work.

6.1 Operator Pa�ern Matching

The goal of this stage is to simply match the operator(s) in the user-provided sub-expression with

the operator(s) in the external functions. The search algorithm ignores all information about tensor

order and dimension leaving them to be resolved at a later stage. For example, if the user-defined

expression performs an addition of two tensors, any function that computes additions of two

tensors of any order (where a scalar is a tensor of order 0) will be identified as a potential match.

Note that since tensor algebra also includes reductions over index variables, Mosaic considers

reduction as another operator to match for correctness. For example, in the expression 08 = 18 · 28 ,

substituting 18 · 28 with a dot product U =

∑
8 G8 · ~8 will give an incorrect result even though the

element-wise multiplication (·) operator pattern matches.

To expose matches, the algorithm applies basic mathematical rewrites (see Figure 10 for an

example) such as distributivity, associativity, commutativity, splitting reductions (when all operands

of the reductions are being added) and adding an identity operand. These rewrites are guided by the

compute capability description. For example, if a function targets the addition of three operands,

and the user-provided expression consists of two operands, adding an identity tensor is more
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fruitful than applying a commutativity or associativity transformation. Since Mosaic is rewriting

expressions at a high-level mathematical IR (concrete index notation), it is easy to validate that the

rewrites preserve the semantic meaning of the original expression.

6.2 Tensor Index-Variable Matching

At this stage, the operator pattern of the sub-statement is the same as that of the compute capability

of the function, and Mosaic can associate each operand in the compute capability description with

a corresponding tensor in the user-defined expression. For each pair of associated tensors, the

algorithm checks whether it is possible to match the index variables used to index into the two

tensors. To do so, Mosaic must check that (1) any reduction or free variable is matched with another

reduction or free variable respectively, and (2) once an index variable has been mapped, it is mapped

to the same index across all other tensor accesses.

However, there are many possible ways of selecting matching index variables. These choices

emerge because of tensor reshape transformations and the concatenation operation between

dynamically sized index lists. Because of the fix command, Mosaic can restrict the combination

of indices under consideration. And, because of the promote command, Mosaic can increase the

order of the tensor, giving the algorithm more indices to work with. As a heuristic, Mosaic never

promotes the order of the tensor to be greater than the minimum order required by the function.

Moreover, the concatenation operation between dynamically sized index lists can introduce several

choices for how to split indices into concatenated dynamically sized index lists.

We use a brute-force search to enumerate index-variable choices. In practice, exhaustively

searching this space is fast, adding a negligible slow-down in compilation time. This low overhead

is due to two reasons. First, the tensors we need to schedule rarely have order greater than 4. In

fact, only 5% of distinct expressions inputted into the TACO website [Kjølstad et al. 2022] contain

tensors of order greater than 4. Second, we have not seen an interface that needs more than one

dynamically sized index list. With only one list, the mapping for dynamically sized index lists is

fixed, and there is no search space to explore. A list of legal mappings is sent to the next stage.

6.3 Tiling Validation

After the search mechanism has assigned each index variable to another variable or added it to a

dynamic index list, any constraints that have been specified over the indices using the compute

capability language (described in Figure 7) must be satisfied. To check that the constraints are

satisfied, Mosaic generates a query targeting the Z3 theorem prover using the algorithm described

in Figure 8 and validation from Section 5.1. However, this query is too restrictive as it neglects

potential tilings of index variables. To include such tilings, we loosen the constraint that the index

variable size must be equal to the size of the dimension it indexes into, and now permit sizes of index

variables that are less than the sizes of their respective dimensions. With this weaker constraint,

the algorithm checks for the satisfiability of the new model. If the model is unsatisfiable, Mosaic

will give up. But, if the model is satisfiable, Mosaic will query the model to return valid values for

every index variable’s dimensions, adding an additional constraint requiring that the product of

future tilings exceeds the product of previously returned tilings and stopping once an unsatisfiable

model is reached. The largest tiling (the tiling that gives the largest product of the dimensions of

the index variables) is selected as the final dimensions of the tiled tensor.

7 CODE GENERATION

In this section, we describe the code generation for the map command. The code generation produces

code that calls external functions for any sub-expressions that have been mapped, orchestrates data
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1 // Full Plus3T Expression

2 A(i, j, k) = B(i, j, k) + C(i, j, k) + D(i, j, k)

3

4 // Schedule sub-computation to TblisPlus3 which calculates

5 // XI = YI + XI where I = range(...)

6 A.getSchedule().bind(B(i, j, k)+C(i, j, k), TblisPlus3 ())

1 // Code for Plus3T where B(i,j,k) + C(i,j,k)

2 // is mapped to tblis_add_tensor.

3 void compute(taco_tensor_t * A, B, C, D){

4 // Emit variables to access tensor metadata

5 int A1_dim = A->dimensions [0];

6 float * A_vals = (float *) B->vals;

7 ...

8 // Declare and init. workspace tensor W.

9 float*W=malloc(sizeof(float)*num_val);

10 for (int i = 0; ...)

11 for (int j = 0; ...)

12 for (int k = 0; ...)

13 int index = ((i*C2_dim)+j)*C3_dim+k

14 // Copy the second operand into W.

15 W[index] = C_vals[index];

16

17 // Emit object declarations.

18 tblis_tensor t1; tblis_tensor t2;

19 // Emit setup functions.

20 tblis_init_tensor_helper_s(&t1, B_dim , 3, B);

21 tblis_init_tensor_helper_s(&t2, W_dims , 3, W);

22

23 // Call function that computes

24 // and stores result into t2

25 tblis_tensor_add(NULL ,NULL ,&t1,"ijk",&t2,"ijk");

26

27 // No teardown, compute result directly into W array

28

29 // Compute A(i,j,k)=W(i,j,k)+D(i,j,k) using TACO code

30 for (int i = 0; ...)

31 for (int j = 0; ...)

32 for (int k = 0; ...)

33 int index = ((i*C2_dim)+j)*C3_dim+k

34 // Copy the second operand into W.

35 A_vals[index] = W[index]+ D_vals[index];

36

37 // Free the workspace tensor.

38 ... }

Fig. 11. Generated code for a scheduled Plus3T computation.

movement between the function and surrounding code, and generates code to natively compute

sub-computations that have not been mapped.

The map command given in Section 5 replaces the sub-expression that is being computed by the

function with a workspace tensor. First, this workspace tensor is declared (line 9, Figure 11). The

result of the function call will be stored in the workspace tensor. Functions may store the result

tensor back into an input operand. For example, tblis_tensor_add in the TBLIS library stores

the result of the tensor addition into the second operand. So, before the code generation can start

emitting code for the function call, we may need to copy the operand into the result workspace

tensor (lines 11-16, Figure 11). During the next stages of code generation, the second operand is

replaced by the workspace tensor.

Next, the compiler emits setup-function calls. Arguments are recursively lowered, and special

user-defined objects used as arguments are declared before calls to setup functions. Similarly, the

compiler emits calls to perform the computation and the teardown (lines 20-29, Figure 11). As an

optimization, when the whole expression can be targeted to a single external function, the code

generation does not use a temporary workspace to store the result of the function call. The original

result tensor is used as the result tensor for the function call.

If no external function interfaces have been registered to Mosaic, then we default to TACO’s

code generation algorithm. TACO expresses the whole range of tensor algebra expressions and

produces fused code by default. For sparse inputs, fused code can run asymptotically faster, while

mapping computations to separate functions results in unfused code. A default compiler producing

fast fused code gives users an additional option to choose the extent of fused versus unfused code.

8 EVALUATION

We evaluate the performance of Mosaic’s generated code and its ability to search and find successful

mappings. We contrast the performance of Mosaic’s default code generator (TACO), to expressions
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Table 2. The full expressions used to evaluate our compiler where sparse tensors are bolded.

Name Expression Name Expression Name Expression

GEMV 08 =
∑

9 �8 92 9 GEMM �8 9 =
∑

9 �8 9� 9: SDDMM �8 9 =
∑

: B8 9�8:� 9:

SpMV 08 =
∑

9 B8 92 9 SpMM �8 9 =
∑

9 B8 9� 9: TTTP4 �8 9:; =
∑

< �8 9:; ∗�8<� 9<�:<�;<
TTV �8 9 =

∑
: �8 9:2: Block-Sparse SpMM �8 9:; = B8 9<= ∗�<=:; SpMMAdd �8 9 = B8 9 + C8 9

that are lowered to a mix of calls to external functions and TACO code using Mosaic. Our results

show that there are regimes where fused code is the most performant and other regimes where

a mix of generated code and external function calls is the most performant. Thus, we provide

evidence for the utility of Mosaic’s ability to mix generated code with calls to libraries.

Mosaic also enables a quick and systematic search over the design space created by the com-

bination of sub-expressions and external functions. We demonstrate the quality of our search by

evaluating along two axes: the number of discovered bindings and the speed of the automatic

mapper. We also demonstrate that by dividing the specification of a function’s capability into a

checker function and a compute capability language, we get both expressibility and search speed.

8.1 Methodology

We evaluate Mosaic on real-world tensor expressions from prior work [Kjolstad et al. 2017; Singh

et al. 2022] (see Table 2). The studies in Section 8.2, Section 8.3, and Section 8.4 use dense or

uniformly random sparse synthetic data. Synthetic data lets us control and vary computation

regimes, and demonstrate their underlying performance tradeoffs. We sweep the tensor dimension

and sparsity (where applicable) of the synthetic data. All tensors are square with tensor dimension

= referring to the size of all tensor ranks, and varying sparsity refers to changing the percentage of

nonzero values. We also include benchmarks in Section 8.3 run on real-world sparse matrices from

the SuiteSparse Matrix Collection [Davis and Hu 2011] listed in Table 3.

For our evaluation, we register 38 external functions from eight tensor algebra systems to Mosaic.

Table 1 lists each tensor algebra system’s features, backend platform, and programming language.

AVX [Intel 2011] is a set of single instruction multiple data (SIMD) extensions to the x86 instruction

set made available through Intel Intrinsics. CBLAS [Lawson et al. 1979], GSL [Gough 2009], and Intel

MKL [Intel 2009] are all fixed-function, linear algebra libraries. We use the OpenBLAS implementa-

tion for the CBLAS library. GSL calls BLAS headers that are implemented by the Automatically

Tuned Linear Algebra Software (ATLAS) project [Whaley and Petitet 2005] under the hood. TB-

LIS [Matthews 2016] is a library for dense tensor operations based on the BLIS framework [Van Zee

and van de Geijn 2015]. As opposed to translating tensor operations into matrix operations and

using BLAS to compute the decomposed pieces, TBLIS decomposes the operation into simpler,

optimized functions. The cuSPARSE library [M Naumov 2010] is designed to run on NVIDIA GPUs

and provides subroutines that can be used to compute linear algebra expressions on sparse matrices.

Stardust [Hsu et al. 2022] compiles sparse tensor algebra to the Capstan reconfigurable dataflow

accelerator [Rucker et al. 2021]. Stardust is unique in our evaluation since it is a compiler, is not

natively embedded in the C ecosystem, and compiles to a hardware accelerator backend. We use

the same methodology as in the original Stardust and Capstan papers [Hsu et al. 2022; Rucker et al.

2021], with details of the evaluation methodology provided below. 1

All experiments are run on an AWS EC2 g4dn.xlarge instance with an NVIDIA Tesla T4 GPU

and a four-socket Xeon(R) Platinum 8259CL CPU. The CPU has a 64 KiB L1 data and instruction

cache, 2000 KiB L2 cache, 3580 KiB L3 cache, and 16082 MB RAM. The machine runs Ubuntu 22.04.1

1Stardust is written in C++ and generates Spatial code, a Scala-embedded DSL for accelerator design [Koeplinger et al.

2018]. All Spatial applications are compiled [Zhang et al. 2021b] and run using the same cycle-accurate Capstan simulator

modeling 4 channels of HBM-2E (at 1800 GB/s) [Kim et al. 2016] and a non-ideal network [Zhang et al. 2019].
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Fig. 12. Log performance for varying

matrix dimensions when using Mosaic

to bind functions to dense GEMV.

Fig. 13. Log performance across

matrix dimension for SYMV (a

dense, symmetric GEMV).

Fig. 14. Log performance across

various matrix dimension for

SpMV where %nnz� = 20%.

LTS and is clocked at 2500 MHz. All code is compiled using GCC 11.3.0 with -O3 -ffast-math

optimizations on. For all benchmarks, we report the median runtime of 10 iterations with 10

warmup iterations. To generate pure TACO code, we simply do not register any plugins to Mosaic,

kicking off its default code generator.

8.2 Comparing Systems

In this section, we quantitatively show that hand-written functions and generated code from

different systems have performance benefits in different situations. Thus, we motivate a system

like Mosaic that can automatically map expressions to a mix of external functions and generated

code. We compare the performance of several systems on matrix-vector multiplication using three

types of matrices: a dense matrix (GEMV), a symmetric matrix (SYMV), and a sparse matrix (SpMV).

Across the three types of matrix data, no one system (including TACO) is sufficient to outperform

the rest. Therefore, it is beneficial for users to explore several options through Mosaic to find the

most performant implementation for their use-case.
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Fig. 15. Log performance comparing

tensor formats coordinate list (COO)

and compressed sparse row (CSR)

for SpMMAdd, where = = 10, 000.

For dense GEMV, calling a CBLAS and GSL function provides

an average of 1.9× and 1.1× speedup respectively (Figure 12)

over the code generated by TACO. This difference is to be ex-

pected since TACO is not optimized for dense code. TACO com-

putes GEMV using a naive implementation whereas BLAS is a

40-year-old, hand-optimized library and GSL uses an ATLAS im-

plementation of BLAS, which tunes for machine-specific quirks.

For the symmetric GEMV computation, we notice an average

of 2.9× and 1.8× speedup when we use the BLAS and MKL li-

brary implementations respectively over TACO-generated code

(Figure 13). The three libraries—MKL, GSL and CBLAS—have

special functions for computing matrix-vector products with

symmetric matrices (SYMV). SYMV implementations allow these systems to deliver better perfor-

mance over TACO by exploiting the mathematical structure of the data.

For the SpMV computation (Figure 14), we cannot compare against GSL and CBLAS as these

libraries do not have functions that perform sparse linear algebra operations. In Figure 14, we

see an order of magnitude difference between the Stardust and TACO runtimes because Stardust

compiles to the Capstan accelerator, a dataflow architecture built for sparse computations. As the

GPU is built for inference, we do not see an advantage of targeting cuSPARSE.

Finally, we also show the benefits of paying the penalty of runtime format conversion to target

an external library. Figure 15 shows that the TACO implementation for SpMMAdd using the COO

format is slightly more performant than the one using the CSR format. However, when the COO
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matrix is converted to CSR at runtime to meet the format constraints of the MKL library, we see a

maximum speedup of 10.1× over the TACO COO implementation.

Figures 12 to 14 show performance variation due to the underlying mathematical properties of

the data, the availability of specialized hardware, and the difference in data structure formats. This

section shows that systems optimize for different subsets of these factors, and Sections 8.3 and 8.4

will show that this specialization can be leveraged by generating performant code through Mosaic.

8.3 Leveraging System Specialization: SDDMM

For expressions involving sparse tensors, even for a fixed expression and fixed format, a fixed

mapping does not always yield maximum performance benefits. As the sparsity of the tensor

changes, the optimal function to map to a sub-expression also changes. Because of this behavior, we

show that there exist computations that benefit from both fused and factorized code optimizations

and they can be scheduled through Mosaic.

We compare the performance of sampled dense-dense matrix multiplication (SDDMM, see

Table 2) across various tensor dimensions and sparsities over a set of external functions mapped

using Mosaic. We chose SDDMM since it is a core building block, and often the bottleneck, for

many applications including graph learning, matrix completion, and alternating least squares.

For a low percentage of nonzeros %nnz� < 0.24%, Figure 16 shows that fused code generated

by TACO generally outperforms code that calls external functions. When mapping SDDMM to

a dense-dense matrix multiplication function, Mosaic needs to insert a temporary to store the

result of the function call. This insertion produces unfused code: �� is computed first and then

multiplied by the compressed tensor �. The resulting asymptotic complexity is proportional to

the total number of dense elements ($ (=3) here). TACO, on the other hand, produces fused code,

multiplying elements of� and � only when there is a corresponding nonzero in the sparse input �.

The runtime is then $(nnz� ∗ =) where nnz� denotes the number of nonzeroes in �, which is very

small when density is low (and sparsity is high). Any performance gained from a fast dense-dense

matrix-multiply is lost to computing redundant values.

For a high percentage of nonzeros %nnz� > 0.24%, we can see the benefit of a fast dense matrix

multiplication function. Even though the unfused code requires more storage, is still calculating

redundant values, and is asymptotically worse, BLAS and GSL are poised to take advantage of

machine specific information and recuperate the cost of doing extra work. Moreover, the run time

for dense-function mappings remain constant as shown in Figure 16 since the amount of work

for dense systems does not change with the sparsity of �. However, as the number of nonzeros

increase, TACO’s runtime steadily rises, resulting in an order of magnitude slowdown.2

When we fix the %nnz� to be 40% and sweep dimension (Figure 19), we see an average of

31.5×, 21.7× and 18.8× speedup over TACO when the multiplication of �� is mapped to dense

matrix multiplication functions provided by BLAS, GSL and TBLIS respectively. The fused code

generated by TACO suffers because the percentage of nonzeroes is high, and GCC cannot use usual

optimization strategies to analyze deep loop nests that iterate over sparse data structures.

Finally, we test Mosaic’s performance on real-world data from the SuiteSparse matrix collec-

tion [Davis and Hu 2011] on the matrices listed in Table 3.We order all matrices from the SuiteSparse

matrix collection with respect to the number of non-zeroes they contain, limiting the maximum

number of non-zeroes at 50,000 due to machine memory constraints. From this ordered list, we

select, at random, 4 matrices each from the 50 matrices with the least, median, and largest number

2There is no benefit in mapping dot-product functions to the dense matrix multiplication. Mosaic needs to create temporaries

for vector data collection, causing slowdown, and dot-product bindings fix the schedule to an 8: 9-loop ordering, resulting

in an inner-product algorithm that performs asymptotically worse [Gustavson 1978; Hsu et al. 2023; Zhang et al. 2021a].
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Table 3. Matrices from the SuiteSparse matrix collection [Davis and Hu 2011].

Name Domain Dimensions Nonzeros Density (%)

Trec5 Combinatorial Problem 3 × 7 12 57.14
Ragusa18 Directed Weighted Graph 23 × 23 64 12.09
lpi_bgprtr Linear Programming Problem 20 × 40 70 8.75
lp_sc50b Linear Programming Problem 50 × 78 148 3.79

cavity02 Subsequent Computational Fluid Dynamics Problem 317 × 317 5,923 5.89
cavity03 Subsequent Computational Fluid Dynamics Problem 317 × 317 7,311 7.28
lp_nug08 Linear Programming Problem 912 × 1, 632 7,296 0.49
m3plates Acoustics Problem 11, 107 × 11, 107 6,639 0.01

IG5-12 Combinatorial Problem 2, 296 × 2, 875 46,260 0.70
g7jac020sc Economic Problem 5, 850 × 5, 850 42,568 0.12
gemat1 Power Network Problem 4, 929 × 10, 595 46,591 0.09
mimo28x28_system Eigenvalue/Model Reduction Problem 13, 251 × 13, 251 48,737 0.03

of nonzeros to instantiate the sparse matrix in the SDDMM expression. Figure 22 shows that as

the dimension of the sparse matrices increases, the benefits of using a faster dense-dense matrix

multiply eclipse the cost of doing redundant work. However, as density decreases, the cost of

doing redundant work undoes the benefit of a fast multiply. While MKL and BLAS are 0.28× and

0.31× as fast as the TACO implementation for the lp_sc50b matrix, the performance of MKL and

BLAS improves to be 1.33× and 1.69× faster than the TACO baseline for the cavity02 matrix. The

maximum speedup is observed in the case of the IG5-12 matrix, with MKL and BLAS being 3.57×

and 6.48× faster than the TACO implementation. However, MKL and BLAS are only 0.29× and

0.57× as fast as TACO for the mimo28x28_system matrix, which has a density of only 0.03%

8.4 Performance Comparisons on Real-World Expressions

We demonstrate Mosaic’s ability to bind expressions to commonly used functions on a wide

range of real-world expressions using the map scheduling command (Section 5). That is, after we
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Fig. 22. Log performance of external functions mapped to SDDMM using Mosaic for SuiteSparse matrices.

indicated a function substitution through the map command, Mosaic was able to fix indices and

tile computation to fit within the constraints of the function. Through Mosaic, users can rapidly

compare the performance of possible factorizations side-by-side.

We evaluate performance on block-sparse matrix-matrix multiplication (Block-Sparse SpMV),

tensor-times-vector multiplication (TTV), and sparse matrix-matrix addition (SpMMAdd). Block-

sparse matrix-matrix multiplication demonstrates higher-order sparse computation that can be

mapped to dense functions (see Figures 17 and 20). TTV demonstrates Mosaic’s ability to handle

higher-order expressions (see Figure 18). Finally, SpMMAdd demonstrates an expression with

additions and two sparse operands (see Figure 21).

Block-sparse matrices contain dense blocks of values that are spread uniformly throughout

the matrix. These blocks effectively act as dense matrices inside a larger sparse matrix. So, while

computing the product of a block-sparse matrix with a dense matrix, we can use the blocks of

values as inputs to a dense-dense matrix multiply function. Figure 17 and Figure 20 show the results

of this mapping with 5% and 20% nonzeroes respectively. For 5% of nonzeroes and = < 40, TACO

outperforms other mappings. But, as the dimension increases, BLAS delivers a 2.4× speedup. To call

a dense-dense matrix multiply function, Mosaic packs the blocked values into an input array that

corresponds to the same format the external function is expecting data in. When dimension = < 40,

an optimized matrix multiply cannot recover the cost of this packing and unpacking. However, as =

increases, this cost becomes negligible and we reap the benefits of a hand-optimized matrix multiply.

For the 20% sparsity case, we see a similar trend. Since the number of nonzeroes is already higher at

lower dimensions, we do not see much difference between the TACO and BLAS implementations.

However, we see a 7.4× speedup over TACO as the dimension increases.

Next, we evaluate Mosaic’s performance on the TTV expression when it is mapped to GEMV

and TTV functions. From Figure 18, we notice that neither the GEMV nor the TTV functions can

compete with TACO. The optimizations discovered by GCC on the TACO code trump optimizations

performed by TBLIS. We found that when running the TTV benchmark on GCC 7.5.0, a lower

version than what is shown, TBLIS outperforms TACO. While underlying systems and libraries

evolve, handwritten code does not. Therefore, having a system like Mosaic that can incorporate

new systems and automatically generate code that targets a new selection of functions helps users

rapidly adapt old code to new developments (like new GCC versions).

Finally, we look at the performance of Mosaic when computing SpMMAdd (see Figure 21). Similar

to results found in [Hsu et al. 2022], Stardust boosts performance by up to 173× over TACO.

8.5 External Function Abstraction Study

We perform a lines of code (LOC) study on the external function abstractions in Mosaic. The LOC

numbers from Table 4 demonstrate that the development of external function abstractions for

Mosaic is relatively straightforward since each expression requires 20 lines of code on average.

Furthermore, each of these external functions only needs to be written once and is usable by all

Mosaic users. Table 4 also shows a subset of the total number of external functions (38) we were

able to plug in to Mosaic in a limited amount of time.
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Table 4. A subset of the external functions plugged into Mosaic for experiments described in Section 8.

Functions that compute two or more expressions are underlined a�er their first instance (denoting duplicates).

Name Expression
Lines of Code (LOC)

BLAS GSL TBLIS AVX Stardust cuSPARSE MKL

VecAdd �8 = �8 +�8 16 16
Saxpy �8 = �8 + W�8 10 15
Dot U = �8 ∗�8 12 16 17 18
GEMV �8 = �8 9 ∗� 9 11 20 19 15
SGEMV �8 = U ∗ �8 9 ∗� 9 + V ∗�8 11 20 30
SpMV �8 = U ∗ �8 9 ∗� 9 + V ∗�8 30 43 21
SpMMAdd �8: = �8 9 +�8 9 30 18
GEMM �8: = �8 9 ∗� 9: 12 19 19 30 17
SGEMM �8: = U ∗ �8 9 ∗� 9: + V ∗�8: 12 19 17
TTM �8 9: = �8 9; ∗�:; 18 30
Plus3 �8 9: = �8 9: +�8 9: 18 30

Table 5. End-to-end times and number of distinct matching found by Mosaic (excluding redundant mappings

generated by consecutively adding/multiplying by an identity operand).

Name Expression
# Registered Functions = 3 # Registered Functions = 9

End-to-End Runtime (s) # Mappings End-to-End Runtime (s) # Mappings

VecAdd �8 = �8 +�8 0.027195 3 0.439966 7
Dot U = �8 ∗�8 0.034908 3 0.102808 7
GEMV �8 = �8 9 ∗� 9 0.037356 3 0.107068 7
SGEMM �8: = �8 9 ∗� 9: +�8: 0.124247 5 0.338617 13
Plus3 �8 9: = �8 9: +�8 9: 0.037763 3 1.19884 7
SDDMM �8: = B8: ∗�8 9 ∗� 9: 0.09578 2 0.351564 13

8.6 Evaluation of the Search
System Capability Checker Checker

Language Linear Search Random Search

Stardust 0.421 sec 21.36 sec 1.72 sec
AVX 0.0201 sec 0.00163 sec 14.027 sec

Fig. 23. Valid tiling times for the AVX and Stardust

functions when using the compute capability lan-

guage or an opaque checker function (using both a

linear and random search of the checker function).

We present the end-to-end runtime and number of

mappings found for the automatic mapping algo-

rithm in Table 5. For this experiment, we ran our

search twice with 3 and 9 external functions regis-

tered to Mosaic: (CBLAS); and Gemm (CBLAS, MKL,

GSL), Dot (CBLAS, MKL, GSL) and VecAdd (CBLAS,

MKL, AVX). Additionally, the depth of mathemat-

ical rewrites was set to 3. We notice that the runtime of the search algorithm depends on the

complexity of the expression i.e. the scope of mathematical rewrites and scales linearly with the

number of registered functions. We also see a significant jump in the VecAdd and Plus3 expres-

sions as the number of registered functions increases. In both expressions, the mapper found valid

AVX mappings and since the AVX interface requires tiling and has a compute capability language

constraint, extra time is spent generating and executing the resultant Z3 query.

Benefits of the Compute Capability Language. To check whether the compute capability language

gives us any benefits over the checker function, we timed how quicklyMosaic can discovermappings

when both descriptions or only the checker function are given. We ran this experiment for the AVX

and Stardust functions since they have the most interesting language constraints. AVX requires

vectors to be exactly of size 4 (with floating-point data), and Stardust only allows tensors that

contain less than 65,536 values. A tiling transformation is necessary to target expressions containing

large tensors that do not fit these constraints. When finding a concrete tile size using only the

checker function, we use two strategies. First, we use a linear search from 1 to 65,536 and call the

checker function on each tile size to validate correctness. After finding a valid tiling, we maximize

tile size by continuing the linear search until we find a tile size that the checker function rejects.

We also use a randomized search between 1 and 65,536. When the checker function returns a match

on a randomly chosen tile size, a linear search starts to find the maximum tile size.
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The times presented using both the linear and random search are noted in Figure 23. Picking a

single strategy to step through transformations is hard because of the range of functions available.

While the linear increment was beneficial for small tilings used in AVX, a random increment was

much more productive in finding larger tilings for Stardust. Using information about Stardust,

we were able to bound our search, otherwise, picking a maximum tile size may be a challenging

decision in itself. By encoding such information in the compute capability language, we are able to

apply precise rewrites without having to search for concrete parameters (like tile sizes) in the dark.

9 RELATED WORK

Mosaic is the first programming system for sparse tensor algebra that can generate code that mixes

fully generated code with calls to external functions. It uses a scheduling language to reshape and

bind expressions to functions, verifies that the bindings are correct, and also provides an automated

search system that given an expression and one or more functions, will return to the user schedules

that take advantage of those functions. In this section, we discuss other programming systems for

sparse tensor algebra, other scheduling languages, fully-automated scheduling systems, libraries,

and domain-specific hardware that could be used by our system.

9.1 Programming Systems for Sparse Tensor Algebra

The traditional way to compute sparse linear and tensor algebra expressions is to write a sequence

of calls to libraries like Intel MKL [Intel 2009] or cuSPARSE [M Naumov 2010]. Several systems have

been designed to automate this mapping, such as MATLAB’s sparse support [Gilbert et al. 1992], the

MATLAB Tensor Toolbox [Kolda and Bader 2006], Julia [Bezanson et al. 2017], and CTF [Solomonik

and Hoefler 2015; Solomonik et al. 2014]. These systems have excellent performance for expressions

for which they have a suitable function to call, but their performance can suffer for other expressions,

as these have to be factorized to use a fixed set of available functions. These systems are also hard-

coded to utilize specific functions, and a user cannot add new functions to this set.

More recently, several compilers have been developed that compile sparse tensor algebra ex-

pressions to imperative code. These include the TACO compiler [Kjolstad et al. 2017], the MLIR

SparseTensor Dialect [Bik et al. 2022], and the Sparse Polyhedral Framework [Zhao et al. 2022].

These systems can compile sparse and dense tensor algebra expressions all the way down to

imperative code, but cannot mix the generated code with calls to external functions. Thus, their per-

formance suffers where a library can compute a specific expression—such as dense GEMM—faster

than their generated code. Some compilers, like SparseTIR [Ye et al. 2023], can leverage hand-

optimized code for CPUs or domain-specific architecture like the NVIDIA Tensor Cores [NVIDIA

2022b]. However, unlike Mosaic, SparseTIR cannot generate efficient fused code with coiteration

and cannot be extended to utilize other external functions.

9.2 Scheduling Languages, Binding, and Automatic Scheduling

Starting with the Halide compiler [Ragan-Kelley et al. 2012], many domain-specific programming

systems have adopted scheduling languages, including TVM [Chen et al. 2018a], TACO [Kjølstad

et al. 2019; Senanayake et al. 2020], Lift/Elevate [Hagedorn et al. 2020]. The CHiLL [Chen et al.

2007] and POET [Yi 2012] compilers also enable the separate scheduling of C loops. The scheduling

language of the Exo compiler [Ikarashi et al. 2022] includes commands to substitute code for

specialized user-defined instruction. Out of these systems, the Exo compiler is the closest to our

approach, however, its affine loop-nest IR is not suitable for sparse computations. Exo is also tailored

for working with low-level instructions. Mosaic, in contrast, can compile sparse tensor algebra and

can replace whole sub-computations with calls to external functions.
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In addition to manual approaches to scheduling, researchers have explored automatic scheduling

systems [Adams et al. 2019; Anderson et al. 2021; Chen et al. 2018a; Mullapudi et al. 2016; Ragan-

Kelley et al. 2013; Zheng et al. 2022]. Out of these systems, the AMOS [Zheng et al. 2022] compiler

is closest to our approach. The Amos compiler is an automatic compilation framework for spatial

hardware targeting dense tensor algebra. Although their compute abstraction is similar to Concrete

Index Notation, they target domain-specific accelerators. Mosaic on the other hand, lives within

the C ecosystem and can target both CPUs and specialized hardware, albeit the external function

must handle hierarchical memory accesses itself.

9.3 Libraries and Domain-Specific Hardware

There are a large number of libraries that bundle hand-written for sparse and dense linear and

tensor algebra computations. Examples for dense tensor algebra include the BLAS library [Law-

son et al. 1979], Intel MKL [Intel 2009], the GNU Scientific Library [Gough 2009], and NVIDIA

CUTLASS [NVIDIA 2022a]. More recently, researchers have developed hand-optimized libraries

for dense tensor algebra, most prominently the TBLIS library [Matthews 2016]. Sparse linear and

tensor algebra libraries are also common, including Intel MKL, and NVIDIA cuSPARSE [M Naumov

2010]. Moreover, in the last eight years, many domain-specific architectures have been developed

that accelerate specific expressions and, in some cases, a class of expressions. These domain-specific

architectures include both fixed-function accelerators [He et al. 2020; Pal et al. 2018; Qin et al. 2020;

Srivastava et al. 2020a; Zhang et al. 2021a] and more general reconfigurable accelerators [Dadu

et al. 2019; Hegde et al. 2019; Hsu et al. 2023; Rucker et al. 2021; Srivastava et al. 2020b]. The

Mosaic compiler is designed to take advantage of these libraries and domain-specific architectures

by generating code that composes them and that fills sub-expressions that cannot be mapped to

available external functions or hardware.

10 CONCLUSION

We propose Mosaic, a system that can compose externally defined library functions to implement

an arbitrary sparse tensor algebra expression, unlocking good performance where hand-optimized

implementations or specialized hardware exist. It fills in the gaps that are not provided by the

libraries, guaranteeing generality in both expressions and data structures, as well as fusion. As

opposed to writing code that is hard-wired to utilize a small set of fixed libraries, users can choose

Mosaic, allowing them to access these libraries under the umbrella of a single host compiler. Because

of the completion of partial schedules, users can use external functions with ease without having

to sift through documentation for hours. Because Mosaic also validates bindings and automatically

generates code, users can have more trust in optimizations and their supporting code. We hope this

empowers users to utilize upcoming, state-of-the-art libraries with a few lines of code and minimal

refactoring. We also hope that performance engineers contribute to Mosaic’s growing library of

external functions so that every Mosaic user may benefit.
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ARTIFACT

The Mosaic compiler code is open-source and can be found at the mosaic repository on GitHub. In-

structions for reproducibility and reusability are available on an archived version on Zenodo [Bansal

et al. 2023] and at the mosaic-artifact repository on GitHub. Benchmarking results depend on access

to specialized hardware and vary based on external library versions and machine configuration.
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